The current genocide of humanity
For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been since the
beginning of the world until this time, no, nor ever shall be. And unless
those days were shortened, no flesh would be saved; but for the elect's
sake those days will be shortened. Matt 24:21-22

Preface
The end time is characterised by a series of contrasts. One of these contrasts is that the
world is divided into two camps. Those that are part of the global Elite will enjoy great
riches, luxury, security and hedonism in their totalitarian control over the world; 1 and
those that are persecuted to death by the former group, chiefly Christians. 2 The deaths of
Christians will be public and a cause of great rejoicing.
One aspect of the Elite cabal’s control at the end is that it is a death cult; it proposes and
activates eugenicist and Malthusian policies aimed to kill billions of people. It rejoices in
this calling the mass of humanity ‘useless eaters’.3 This paper shows that this death plan is
currently being worked out.
The major political and economic question of the 21st century will be ‘What do we need
humans for, or at least why do we need so many humans’.
We just don’t need the vast majority of the population.
[Technology] will make [people] redundant and will make it possible to replace the
people.

Yuval Noah Harari, WEF advisor.4

Introduction
While the world sleeps and absorbs the lies of the media, there is an ongoing destruction of
mankind day by day. The level of destruction is actually accelerating. This has been a longterm plan of satanic proxies who rule the world, but now the strategy is being
implemented. The domination of the Elite over the minds of the mass of the population
means that 99% of people have no clue that even relatives and friends are being murdered
on a daily basis. This shows how much these psychopaths that serve Satan are in control.
In order to explain what is going on (much of which I have written about before) I will
itemise some of the relevant issues. Those that I have covered previously in depth I will
only summarise; those that I have only mentioned briefly, or regarding new data, I will
expand on.
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Rev 17:1-2, 18:3, 19:9
Rev 6:9, 11:7-8, 17:6, 18:24.
3 Henry Kissinger.
4 Natural News, ‘WEF’s Yuval Naoh Harari believes the world does not need so many people’, 12 October
2022.
2 Jn 15:20, 16:2;
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Malthusianism5
I have explained this many times, so briefly here:
 The people that rule the world (bankers, corporatists, financiers, the super rich,
aristocrats, Jesuits, Freemasons) are all Malthusians. That is, they seek the
depopulation of the world, stripped to a global population of 500 million. 6 This means
the eradication of over 7 billion people.
 They are also eugenicists7 intent on eradication of ethnic groups that they feel are unfit
for society. This is chiefly: the poor, the fragile, the sick, the elderly, those with low IQs,
Black Africans, Muslims, ethnic minorities in the West, Hispanics, Russians and
Asians.
 They have openly stated this many times.8
 This explains why there are plans being implemented to destroy whole swathes of the
population.
These are discredited theories. The world’s population could fit shoulder to shoulder on
Newfoundland Island. There is sufficient food and resources for all, but the greed of
Western Elites means that there are shortages in the developing world. In fact since the
time of Malthus, humanity has learned to grow far more food than is required for all. The
expansion of food production has greatly exceeded the needs of the expanding human
population.

A precursor: The Irish Potato Famine
Would the British government indulge in a Malthusian genocide of its own people? Surely
not; this is fantasy! So say the deniers of globalist-controlled depopulation. To counter this,
here is an example (one of many) where the Malthusian British government deliberately
caused a holocaust of its own people.
The standard story taught to schoolchildren is that a potato blight hit Europe in the mid19th century and this directly led to famine in Ireland, which killed 2 million people and
caused others to emigrate to the USA. This is a lie.
The potato blight caused about 100,000 deaths in the whole of Europe. Why did it cause
the deaths of 2 million in a small country like Ireland? What about the many other crops
grown in Ireland that could sustain life, such as wheat, barley, maize, oats, vegetables etc.
to say nothing of beef, lamb and poultry? It is a logical fallacy.
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The policies of Thomas Robert Malthus [1766–1834], an English economist. In his Essay on Population
(1798) he theorised that the rate of increase of the population tends to be out of proportion to the increase of
its means of subsistence. Therefore controls on population are necessary to prevent a catastrophe.
6 This is openly stated by many people and was engraved on granite monoliths called the ‘Georgia
Guidestones’ in America.
7 The science of improving a population by controlled breeding to increase the occurrence of desirable
heritable characteristics. Developed largely by Francis Galton as a method of improving the human race, it
fell into disfavour only after the perversion of its doctrines by the Nazis. [New Oxford Dict.]
8 See my papers, ‘Depths of Deception’ or ‘A handbook of the global conspiracy’ for examples. Examples: ‘We
want to exterminate the Negro population’. [Margaret Sanger.] ‘A total world population of 250-300 million
people, a 95% decline from present levels, would be ideal’. [Ted Turner.] ‘In order to stabilise world
population, we must eliminate 350,000 people per day’. [J Cousteau.] ‘Cut the population by 90% and there
aren’t enough people left to do a great deal of ecological damage’. [Mikhail Gorbachev.] ‘The elderly are
useless eaters’. [Dr Henry Kissinger.] ‘Maintain humanity under 500 million in perpetual balance with
nature’. [Georgia Guidestones.]
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The real cause of death was the confiscation of food by military means done under the
authority of local landowners and thus hid under legalistic interpretation of law to commit
murder by food deprivation.
The British government sent 67 regiments (out of 120) of troops into the counties of
Ireland over six years to enforce this removal of food for exportation. However, in the first
instance the cause was the intervention of the local constabulary and militia groups
established by the landowners. When these could not contain dissent and resistance, the
troops were sent in to violently confiscate the food that the Irish people had grown.
Irish families lived in a sort of feudal system whereby they resided in 10-30,000 acre
estates ruled by a landowner. These were mostly British; 98% had non-Gaelic names and
comprised of Lords, Baronets and MPs.9 In the famine the landowner claimed all the
produce which was sent for export. He also wrote the laws that governed the people on his
land. Thus the constabulary could be called to ‘legally’ enforce the decision of the
landowner to remove food produce; which they did.
The result was that Irish families died in droves. Un-blessed mass graves were dug outside
of sacred ground cemeteries all over Ireland and are marked today by headstones and
memorials set up by Christopher Fogarty. The Irish people only talk about this in whispers
and establishment faculties (schools, universities, government, and media) cover this up.
Having denied this even happened for decades, mounting evidence has forced the
government to admit that it occurred but now they say that the landowners were all Irish,
which is untrue.
The famine was a deliberate act committed by the landowners directly tied in with the
British government.
The net result was the deaths of 2 million ‘undesirable’ Irish people caused by a British
holocaust.10 The British government has form on ethnic cleansing and genocide. [In fact
there was a similar genocide committed earlier in Ireland by Elizabeth I and later by Oliver
Cromwell.]
Conclusion: the British government has history in committing genocide.
Resources
 Christopher Fogarty, ‘The perfect holocaust, Ireland 1845-1850’.
 YouTube, Rising Tide Foundation, ‘An officially concealed genocide: British
Malthusianism and the true story of the Irish potato famine’. [Lecture by Christopher
Fogarty.]

9 Five families were tolerated

by the establishment as collaborators, including the O’Neils and the O’Brians,
This was the term used at the time. The word ‘genocide’ was not invented until after WWII to describe the
Jewish persecution under the Reich. Thus the New Oxford Dictionary, ‘ORIGIN 1940s: from Greek genos
‘race’ + -cide’.
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Examples of depopulation strategies
The Midazolam murders: death of the elderly
The spike of excess deaths in 2020 (attributed to a pandemic) was not caused by a
respiratory virus. The infection fatality rate of supposed Covid-19 is about 0.03% (see
later). The figure of 0.09% is stated in the House of Commons and is recorded in Hansard.
The point is that the claimed Covid virus was not a great killer it was comparable to
influenza or less; hence Public Health England downgraded it on 19 March 2020. So the
spike of deaths was not caused by Covid.
In fact, the excess deaths, which mostly occurred in care homes and hospital wards, was
due to the treatment given by doctors. This was asserted two years ago by many, including
me, but is now a provable fact. There was a deliberate policy to kill elderly people, which
amounts to genocide of the old. Why was it deliberate? Because the effect of the treatments
was known to doctors and all in authority. They prescribed treatments that they knew
would kill patients with suppressed respiratory conditions. The effect was a slow death
with the patient suffering in full consciousness.
The treatments were these:
 Midazolam: which sedates and suppresses breathing. Why would you give a drug that
suppresses breathing to a patient with restricted breathing problems?
 Morphine: which sedates and suppresses breathing.
 Remdesivir: which also affects breathing but chiefly kills the kidneys and damages
other organs. It depletes iron, the necessary mineral that carries oxygen in the blood. It
is not a fully authorised drug.
 Mechanical ventilation: in trauma situations ventilators used properly are effective
in allowing surgery to save a life. They need continual professional oversight, which did
not happen in many Covid situations. For respiratory patients this is a dangerous
treatment. Patients that can still breathe, but with difficulty, require oxygen in the
normal manner and necessary drugs (mostly vitamin C, D, Zinc and others). For
patients with plaque on their alveoli (as with certain types of pneumonia that was
ascribed to Covid) ventilation collapses the lungs and kills because there is nowhere for
the air to go.
The combinations of these treatments killed people outright. Doctors that applied these
knew that they would kill elderly, frail patients. They are still being used today.
There is evidence that this was the plan all along. Although the government condemned
the Liverpool Care Pathway (that committed an old patient to death by slow starvation and
thirst while on morphine), in effect this pathway still exists under a different name. Old
patients that were said to have Covid were put on this death pathway and treated with the
above to kill them off. This was by the use of DNR status; often issued without any consent
of the patient or of the next of kin. 11 There was a concerted government plan, overseen by
Matt Hancock, that sought to get rid of tens of thousands of old people – and it succeeded.
This care pathway was not restricted to the Covid crisis; it is continuing right now. This
week I met and elderly lady who is frail and on dialysis, but very bright, cheerful and
expecting to live many more years. She was seen by a doctor and put on new drugs (I don’t
know what they are) and she deteriorated rapidly. She lost her happiness, became
11

DNR =Do Not Resuscitate.
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depressed, anxious and feeble. She was then sent to a hospice where her sons were told
that she was about to die and had been put on a DNR without her consent. She managed to
get her son to remove the DNR but is trapped in the hospice (which has a record of
unusually high excess deaths). She is currently fighting to improve her condition by
seeking a second opinion from a holistic doctor / nutritionist (a course of action I
recommended) and adamantly believes that her worsened state is caused by the new drugs.
The deliberate killing of the elderly by medical murder is one aspect of the current
genocide of humanity.
Resources
For more detail on this subject see my paper, ‘The corporate manslaughter of the elderly,
frail and vulnerable’.

Death by vaccine
Vaccines in general
Vaccines and morbidity from earliest times
The idea of a vaccine is contrary to sound medical science. The immune system has
barriers, one of which is the skin. Injecting a toxin through the skin, when that pathogen is
usually breathed in, is an action against the immune system.
All vaccines are harmful and always have been. It is alleged that more people have died
from vaccines than saved from the very beginning. In the 1700s smallpox vaccines were
killing people, such as the philosopher/theologian Jonathan Edwards.
Immunologist Edward Jenner was accused of causing death in the early 1800s; despite this
he received government funding. To take one modern example, over 100 American people
died from the measles vaccine in the early 2000s while only one person died from measles
(even then from a co-morbidity). There was virtually no risk of death from wild measles
but a very high morbidity from the measles vaccine.
Death from polio vaccines
Another example is that it is now confirmed that polio epidemics in Africa and India were
caused by polio vaccines.12 It is also confirmed that the Johan Salk (Rockefeller
Foundation) polio vaccines in the 1950s-60s caused cancer due to Simian Virus 40, a
carcinogen mutation, being in the contents. Finally, on 11 July 2013, the CDC admitted that
between 1955 and 1963 over 98 million Americans received one or more doses of a polio
shot which was contaminated with Simian vacuolating virus 40 (SV40), which causes
cancer.13 Independently, Dr Michele Carbone, Asst. Professor of Pathology at Loyola
University in Chicago, verified the presence of SV40 virus in tissue and bone samples from
patients who died. He found various bone cancers and lung cancer. In 1993 the Seattle
Times (6 October) announced that all polio in the US was caused by vaccines.
No evidence for efficacy
There is no evidence that any vaccine prevented any serious disease or epidemic. The trust
in vaccines is the result of a continual propaganda assault from birth, through school and
in the media. The claimed success in the early 20th century was entirely due to better
sanitation, clean drinking water, better food and more of it, hospitals, dental surgery,

12 See my
13

paper ‘Bill Gates’.
See my paper, ‘Do not take the Covid vaccine’.
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better living conditions etc. The vaccine introduction came after the peak in infectious
diseases and took the credit.14
No risk-benefit trials
There isn’t a single risk-benefit trial on all cause martially and morbidity vs. placebo for
any of the US 70 approved vaccines. Not one vaccine is 100% safe. According to US
medical protocols (LD 50),15 vaccines only have to be 50% safe in order to be considered
effective. That is, 50% of people could die and the vaccine is authorised; but not if 51% die.
Allegation: vaccines cause modern chronic diseases
Dr Ariyana Love avers that all modern chronic diseases have arisen from vaccines as a
deliberate plan by the allopathic Elite. It is now certain, for example, that vaccines cause
autism. When Dr Andrew Wakefield asked for further investigations into this correlation
he was struck off. Today, scientific papers have proved the link and explained the
mechanism. According to Dr Ariyana Love (and many others), vaccines are a bio-weapon.16
Allegation: The Spanish Flu was caused by a vaccine or vaccines
The Spanish Flu was not a natural influenza outbreak but the result of the vaccination of
US troops with smallpox and Meningitis vaccines by the Rockefeller Foundation in Fort
Riley. The soldiers got sick and then went to the Belgian front. When civilians got sick this
spurred a vaccination rollout and facemasks, which ramped up the deaths. The people that
did not get sick were the unvaccinated. It was commonly known at the time that the
vaccines killed people, but this has been covered up in history by Elite-controlled academic
institutions. Many millions died in this scandal.
ASIDE: studies on transmission of the Spanish Flu at the time showed that person to
person transmission was difficult. Samples were taken from sick people and put up
volunteer’s noses, mouths or even injected. They did not get sick. Experiments were done
on horses with nosebags full of samples; they did not get sick. This means that the cause of
the Spanish Flu was not a pathogen coughed up by victims.
Recently studies by Dr Carl Heneghan (Prof. of Evidence-Based Medicine at Oxford) have
shown exactly the same thing. Transmission of respiratory viruses by victims is difficult
and the real causes of flu and colds are unknown.
Toxic components
Vaccines are filled with dangerous components, cancer-causing agents and pathogens.
These include polysorbate-80, polysorbate-20, formaldehyde, aluminium, mercury, Ebola,
anthrax, cancerous human embryo cells, Beta-Propiolactone, Gentamicin Sulphate &
Polymyxin B, Neomycin Sulphate, Phenol / Phenoxyethanol (used as an anti-freeze) and
PEG. These cause nerve damage, brain damage, cancer, seizures, dementia, immune
system damage and much more. Check out the small-print contents information on
vaccine websites to confirm this. Covid vaccines contain much worse contents.
Summary
Vaccines have killed and maimed millions of people and continue to do so. Potentially over
98 million people17 contracted cancer from the Salk vaccine alone.
14

See Suzanne Humphries MD and Roman Bystrianyk, ‘Dissolving Illusions: Disease, vaccines and the
forgotten history’. 500 pages of data.
15 Lethal Dose 50. See Jennifer Daniels MD/MBA, ‘The Lethal Dose’.
16 The Delingpod; James Delingpole interviews Dr Ariyana Love.
17 98 million Americans plus people from other nations.
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Covid vaccines
Having covered this extensively for two years I will summarise.
What can we say with certainty?
 Professor Jeffrey Sachs was commissioned by The Lancet to lead an investigation into
the source of SARS-Cov-2. He determined that it came from American biotechnology.18
No one took this matter further. [I stated this two years ago.]
 Prof David Martin has explained that there are patents on SARS-Cov-2 development in
America and of the Covid vaccines going back 20 years or longer.19
 A 19 nucleotide sequence from a Moderna patent was discovered within the SARS-Cov2 genome. The CEO could not explain this when asked.
 The Covid vaccines do not work and could never work.20
 An Oxford study shows that vaccinated people have a 44% increased chance of getting
severe infection and being hospitalised.21
 It is accepted by the Prime Minister, and the drug companies, that the vaccines do not
prevent transmission or stop you getting ill; therefore, they fail as a vaccine.
 There has been a 370% increase in the annualised case rate.22
 The mRNA and DNA technology is new and experimental. It changes the human DNA
forever and the full effects of this are unknown. It should never have been rolled out
without years of testing. It supposedly had less than three months.
 The Pfizer trial was a fraud. The Pfizer 6 month report showed no benefit whatsoever;
the report was entirely negative. The release of the thousands of pages of data show that
the vaccine was neither safe nor effective. More vaccinated people died in the trial than
were vaccinated. Serious adverse reactions, including paralysis, were not reported to
the FDA. Trial victim Maddie de Garay, who is now paralysed and eats with a tube, was
said by Pfizer to only have ‘mild abdominal pain’. There were four times as many cardiac
arrests in the vaccinated than the unvaccinated. There were no tests on pregnant
women so the effect could not be said to be safe. The trial was un-blinded after three
weeks. Multiple serious adverse reactions were known from the start. Why did doctors
offer a vaccine to people that was an experimental new gene treatment that changed
your DNA with no knowledge of long-term effects, did not have full authorisation and
whose trial data and reports showed no benefit whatsoever?
 Pfizer admitted to clinical trial fraud in a federal court. They said that the FDA knew all
about it!
 The Classen paper23 confirmed that there was no overall benefit from all three of the US
vaccines, but there was an increase in morbidity. It stated, ‘Based on this data it is all but
a certainty that mass Covid-19 immunisation is hurting the health of the population.’
 The Benn paper24 confirmed that the vaccines had no mortality benefit
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The Intercept, Sharon Lerner, ‘Jeffrey Sachs presents evidence of possible lab origin of Covid-19’, 19 May
2022.
19 See my paper, ‘The Coronavirus patents’.
20 See comments by Dr Mike Yeadon (see resources).
21 The Lancet, Diabetes and Endocrinology, Carmen Piernas et. al., ‘Associations of BMI with Covid-19
vaccine uptake, vaccine effectiveness, and risk of severe Covid-19 outcomes after vaccination in England: a
population based cohort study’, 30 June 2022. See comm. by Will Jones, the Daily Sceptic, 28 Sept 22.
22 Natural News, ‘Claim: Covid vaccines have already killed 20 million people and injured over 2 billion
worldwide’.
23 Trends in Internal Medicine, J Bart Classen MD, ‘US Covid-19 vaccines proven to cause more harm than
good based on pivotal clinical trial data analysed using the proper scientific endpoint, “All-cause severe
morbidity”’, 2021;1(1); 1-6.
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The choice of the spike protein to be manufactured in the body was the selection of the
most toxic part of the claimed virus. It was known that it would have a deleterious
effect on the body. The spike protein damaged multiple organs, such as causing heart
muscle inflammation and swelling (myocarditis).
The claim that the vaccine contents stayed in the arm muscle were a lie. The spike
protein travelled throughout the whole body and remained in the chief organs.
Various other components of the vaccine are toxic on their own. PEG causes
anaphylactic shock in 30% of people (hence the immediate seizures at the vaccination
site). Polysorbate 80 causes cancer. Graphene oxide in the blood lacerates the
epithelium (inner walls of blood vessels) which is what causes blood clots, which then
cause heart attacks and strokes. There are also multiple metallic toxins, which
dramatically change the blood.25
Data compiled after the vaccine role out shows that the vaccines cease to have any
efficacy after five months; indeed they then have negative efficacy (make you more
likely to get ill). Commensurate with the roll out there has been a massive spike in
excess deaths among the vaccinated that is non-Covid (I will list this later). Countries
with the highest level of vaccine take-up (such as Israel) had the most hospitalisations
of Covid and later of non-Covid excess deaths. Countries with a low vaccine take-up had
far fewer deaths.
The various vaccine adverse event-reporting systems26 are reporting millions of adverse
reactions and thousands of deaths. In the UK over a million and a half adverse events
and over 2000 deaths. It is accepted that these are under-reported and must be
multiplied by a factor of 10027 or at least 10.28 This means that possibly 200,000
Britons have been killed by the vaccines already. Various researchers29 have estimated
that between 5 million and ten million people have been killed by the vaccines
worldwide. Others say 20 million and injured over 2 billion.30 Dr David Martin avers
that by 2028 700 million people will have died from the vaccines. 31 Dr Judy Mikovits
stated long ago something similar.
The US VAERS reporting system shows hundreds of thousands of vaccine deaths and
millions of injuries. MIT calculated that 86% of reported incidents were genuinely
caused by the vaccine. The Israeli safety studies also confirmed the causality of
vaccines. Vaccination take up in Israel has dropped from over 90% originally to 2.4% in
September 2022. This is despite the now admitted cover-up by the Israeli government
of the adverse effects (first exposed by journalist Yaffa Shir-Raz).
A Thailand study tested blood before and after the vaccine and found nearly 30% of
young adults experienced cardiovascular injuries.32

University of Southern Denmark, Odense Patient Data Explorative Network (OPEN), Christine Stabell
Benn, ‘Randomised clinical trials of Covid-19 vaccines; do adenovirus- vector vaccines have beneficial nonspecific effects?’, April 2022.
25 Natural News, ‘Scientists discover that all Covid vaccines without exception contain mysterious metallic
toxins, 25 August 2022. The Epoch Times, ‘Unusual toxic components found in Covid vaccines, without
exception; German scientists’, 22 August 2022.
26 USA – VAERS. UK – MHRA Yellow Card. EU – EudraVigilance. Australia – DAEN.
27 Harvard Pilgrim Home study.
28 MHRA.
29 Such as Steve Kirsch.
30 Natural News, ‘Claim: Covid vaccines have already killed 20 million people and injured over 2 billion
worldwide’.
31 Ibid.
32 Pre-Prints, Mansanguan et. al., ‘Cardiovascular effects of the BNT162b2 mRNA Covid-019 vaccine in
adolescents’, 7 August 2022.
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The Bhakdi study showed that 93% of deaths after vaccination were caused by the
vaccine.33
The Rose and McCullough paper shows how the vaccines cause myocarditis.34
There are over 1,250 papers published in the scientific peer-reviewed literature showing
the vaccines cause significant adverse events.35
Ordinarily, after a few deaths, a vaccine is terminated. In the past this has happened
after 25 deaths or 50 deaths (as in the case of the 2009 Swine Flu). The Covid vaccines
have killed more people than every vaccine added together over the last 30 years and no
one is considering terminating them.
It is accepted that the vaccines are causing pericarditis and myocarditis in young
people. This is not a minor problem, It will result in death within 5 years or possibly
much sooner. The massive spike in teenage deaths from myocarditis is unprecedented.
Kids do not get this disease naturally. A study36 found that young people had increased
risk of myocarditis after the mRNA vaccines.
All over the world hundreds of athletes and sportsmen have dropped dead on the field.
These are vaccinated people. This is unprecedented.
Insurance companies are reporting a massive spike in deaths worldwide.37
Funeral directors and embalmers have been reporting vastly increased numbers of
bodies. Embalmers are finding strings of clots up to six feet long in bodies. 38
The data shows that the vaccines gradually completely destroy the immune system over
a period of months. Many vaxed people begin to die after 5 months.
They also create ADE,39 which means that when a person encounters a wild virus the
body goes into a cytokine storm that causes severe medical issues and often death.
It appears that the vaccines have been deliberately made to kill people slowly over a
period of months or even years through destroying the immune system. This is why
many vaccinated people are effectively getting AIDS at the moment. This means that
this winter (which is predicted as being harsh) vaccinated people with compromised
immune systems will die from minor diseases such as a cold, or from cancers that
would normally be killed by the immune system.
Some analysts are predicting that the vaccines will kill, eventually, 2 billion people.
Dr Aseem Malhotra showed that the number needed to be vaccinated to prevent one
death from Covid-19 runs into thousands. Also that the trial data (Pfizer and Moderna)
suggest a greater risk of suffering a serious adverse event than being hospitalised with
Covid. He also states, citing the FDA, that testing positive for antibodies is an unreliable
marker for immunity or protection against Covid post-vaccination.40

Sucharit Bhakdi MD and Arne Burkhardt MD, ‘On Covid vaccines: why they cannot work, and irrefutable
evidence of their causative role in deaths after vaccination’. Summary of a presentation at the Doctors for
Covid Ethics symposium, 10 December 2021.
34 Zenodo, Jessica Rose and Peter McCullough, ‘Determinants of Covid-19 vaccine induced myocarditis
requiring hospitalisation’.
35 REACT, ‘1250+ Covid vaccine publications and case reports’, 9 July 2022. This paper lists the reports.
36 Nature Communications, Stephane Le Vu, et. al., ‘Age and sex-specific risks of myocarditis and pericarditis
following Covid-19 messenger RNA vaccines’, (2022).
37 Epoch Times, ‘Millennials experienced 84% rise of excess mortality into fall 2021: former BlackRock
portfolio manager’, 3 September 2022.
38 Epoch Times, ‘Embalmers have been finding numerous long, fibrous clots that lack post-mortem
characteristics’, 2 September 2022. Steve Kirsch’s Newsletter, ‘Exclusive: embalmer reveals 93% of cases
died from the vaccine’, 12 February 2022.
39 Antibody Dependent Enhancement.
40 Journal of Insulin Resistance, Dr Aseem Malhotra, ‘Curing the pandemic of misinformation on Covid-19
mRNA vaccines through real evidence -based medicine’.
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Updates of the vaccine situation September 2022
ONS bulletin of deaths (Deaths registered weekly in England and Wales).
 There have been 24,005 excess deaths since April.
 Mortality rates are highest among the vaccinated in all age groups.
 The vaccine achieves minus efficacy after five months (i.e. you are more likely
than normal to be sick).
 Most deaths occur after five months. After this the immune system is
destroyed.
 There have been 25,855 Covid deaths since Jan 2022 up to May, 91% of these were
among the triple vaccinated.
 Covid deaths by vaccination status in England, 1 Jan to 31 May: Jan, 693 unvaxed, 3914
vaxed. Feb, 264 unvaxed, 2487 vaxed. Mar, 202 unvaxed, 2658 vaxed.
 Since Feb over 90% of the Covid deaths are in the vaccinated.
 Deaths by vaccination status in England, 1 Jan to 31 May: 1447 unvaxxed. 13,666 vaxed,
12,442 triple/quadruple vaxed.
 The vaccinated population is more likely to die than the unvaccinated of
any cause other than Covid. This is evidenced from May onwards (Age
standardised mortality rates per 100,00 person-years by vaccination status for nonCovid deaths, 1 May to 30 Aug).
 The CDC reports that the myocarditis risk is 133 times higher among the
fully vaccinated.41
 Dr Aseem Malhotra shows that real-world data proves that the vaccines
cause more harm than good and called for their immediate suspension. 42
 Israeli data shows that myocarditis post-vaccination is at a rate of 1 in 6,000. Hong
Kong data from male children and teens show a rate of 1 in 2,700. MHRA data shows 1
in 120 people with at least one vaccination suffer an adverse event. American data
shows a rate of 1 in 800 (which is massively worse than Covid infection).
 Covid vaccines (not Covid) are causing myocarditis and encephalitis leading to death.43
 UK Government (ONS) confirms that Covid vaccines increase risk of death
in all age groups.44
 ONS data confirms vaxxed children are 4423% more likely to die than the
unvaxxed.45
 Florida recommends against mRNA jabs for males aged 18-39 due to an 84% increase
in heart death risk.46 This was based on a Florida Dept. of Health analysis through a
self-controlled case series.
 The CDC confirms that aluminium in vaccines is linked to childhood autism and
asthma.47
41

CDC, 25 January 2022, Matthew E Oster et. al., ‘Myocarditis cases reported after mRNA-based Copvid-19
vaccination in the US from December 2020 to August 2021’.
42 Journal of Insulin Resistance, Aseem Malhotra, ‘Curing the pandemic of misinformation on Covid-19
mRNA vaccines through real evidence-based medicine’ 2022:5(1);a71.
43 Vaccines, 2022, 10(10), 1651, Michael Morz, ‘A case report: multifocal necrotising encephalitis and
myocarditis after BNT162b2 mRNA vaccination against Covid-19’.
44 See analysis of the data at The Expose, ‘What have they done? Government confirms Covid vaccination
increases risk of death in all age groups’, 9 October 2022.
45 The Expose, ‘Official government data confirms Covid vaccinated children are 4423% more likely to die
than unvaccinated children’, 9 October 2022. ONS Deaths by vaccination status, England, 1 January 2021 to
31 May 2022.
46 The Daily Sceptic, Will Jones, 8 October 2022.
47 The Epoch Times, ‘Unusual toxic components found in Covid vaccines, without exception; German
scientists’, 22 August 2022.
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One in every 500 small children who receive the Pfizer vaccine are hospitalised by it. 48
People dying in their sleep is linked to the vaccines.49
In New Zealand, 95% of dead people had received a Covid jab within two weeks of
death, often within 24 hours, according to a funeral director (Brenton Faithfull).50

It is clear that the vaccines are causing significant excess death, 51 far more than observed
during the 2020 pandemic year (which was low compared to the century average).52
The pandemic was NOT a viral pandemic (most Covid cases were the flu; which
disappeared in 2020; deaths were comparatively low for the century) but the period of the
vaccine rollout is one of massive (not an exaggeration) excess death.
Steve Kirsch’s data
Slide presentation, Steve Kirsch, Vaccine Safety Research Centre, 15 October 2022. [See
skirsch.com]
Some data points include (see slides for data sources)
 Age 20-30: 16.9 people were killed by the vaccine per person saved.
 Per 250 million vaccinated there were: 20 million injured; 2 million disabled; 1 million
with a life threatening injury; 600,000 killed.
 The vaccines killed more people than Covid.
 In the US 7 million people are now permanently disabled by the vaccine.
 In the UK there were 13.7 vaccinated deaths per thousand people from 1 Jan 2021 to 31
May 2022 compared to 5.8 unvaccinated [ONS data.].
 Dr Naomi Wolf independently validated Kirsch’s claims using different methods.
 Multiple papers showed that the vaccines had no benefits and caused
morbidity (e.g. Classen paper, Liberal Part of Canada Report).
 The CDC’s own data showed a signal triggered for death – but they ignored it. Freedom
of Information requests show that the CDC lied about its VAERS monitoring.
 Local example: a large US neuro practice with 20,000 patients had no adverse event
reports in eleven years but had 1,000 reports in 2022.
 There is a 44 times higher risk of myocarditis in the week following
injection.
 Myocarditis cases by year: 2018: 11; 2019: 1; 2020:1; 2021:559.
 Menstrual issues are elevated by up to 8,800 times.
 Acute cardiac failure elevated by 475 times.
 There is a five-month delay in death peak after vaccination.
 ICUs are filled with the vaccinated.
 Most Covid deaths are believed to be caused by hospital protocols.
 There are over 2,000 articles in scientific journals showing harm.
48

The Daily Sceptic, Will Jones, ‘One in every 500 small children who receive the Pfizer vaccine are
hospitalised by it’.
49 Dr Peter McCullough (cardiologist), Epoch News, 20 October 2022.
50 Epoch Times, Epoch health, Enrico Trigoso, 20 October 2022.
51 Some may shout that correlation does not prove causation. But if there is enough circumstantial evidence
collated, it is sufficient to establish the link. Add this to the testimony of thousands of people who developed
serious adverse events (including losing limbs) immediately after vaccination and we can say with confidence
that the causation is the vaccines. The more data that is gathered, the more this is established. Graphs of data
also suggest this. Graphs of deaths and serious events closely correspond to the vaccine roll out.
52 See Institute of Actuaries age-standardised excess death graph. 2020 had a lower excess death rate for
every year before 2009, going back 100 years. 2022 is exceptionally high.
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The failure of institutions
Pfizer
Pfizer trial data points
There were four cardiac arrests in the vaccinated group but only one in the unvaccinated group.
Although the relative risk reduction was claimed at 95%, the real ‘absolute’ risk reduction was
0.84%.
There was no significant reduction in serious illness or mortatlity from the jab. In the placebo group
the risk was 0.04%. [I.e. the risk from the disease was low anyway.]
All-cause mortality was 19 deaths in the injected group and 17 deaths in the placebo group.
The pediatric trial used the wrong measure. [Antibody levels not reduction in symptomatic
infection. The FDA had warned that antibody tests should not be used to evaluate the level of
immunity from Covid.]
There were accusations of fraudulent practices by whistleblowers.

The MHRA
This has been a complete shambles and close to malfeasance. It is heavily funded by Bill
Gates and Big Pharma and has stated that it is not now a government regulator but a global
enabler. Indeed, this is true since it serves as an enabler for pharmaceutics products with
no care about their potential harms.
Its leader, June Raine, stated that the Covid vaccines were safe and effective and had been
through a rigorous trial process proving their safety. We now know that this is a lie. Even
the Pfizer trial data (which the MHRA would have seen before emergency authorisation)
showed categorically that the vaccine was neither safe nor effective.
It hosts the Yellow Card reporting system which demonstrates the vaccine adverse events
including thousands of deaths. It also acknowledges that these figures are under-reported,
yet has done nothing to investigate vaccine safety or provide any assistance to the vaccine
injured. It has continually refused to answer questions posed to it by concerned citizens
and professionals.
It is a public disgrace and should be terminated.
SAGE
Chiefly Chris Whitty and Patrick Vallance. These people lied to the public on many issues
regarding Covid and the vaccine rollout. They are both in receipt of funds from Bill Gates
and vaccine manufacturers. They need to be tried for malfeasance in public office.
The NHS
The NHS has wickedly forbidden staff to speak out about vaccine safety or the terrible
effects they are seeing every day in patients badly damaged by the vaccines. Staff have been
threatened with suspension or being fired, yet NHS management does not have the power
to do this legally. 130,000 NHS staff refused to take the vaccines so many staff members
know that they are dangerous.
Any medical professional could have researched the vaccine early on and realised very
quickly that they were not safe. Soon after take up it was realised by all that they did not
prevent infection or stop transmission53 – so they were not effective either. Despite this,
53

This was even publicly admitted by PM Boris Johnson.
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almost all medical professionals administrated the toxic drugs and experimental gene
treatment. GPs admitted that they did not know what was in the vaccines – yet they
administered them. They are legally culpable in the backlash that will eventually follow. It
is reasonable that these people are prosecuted in courts and penalised.
Chemtrails: aerosolised vaccines
Various countries are already using stratospheric aerosolised injection programmes to
vaccinate populations from the air without anyone’s consent. One of the countries to admit
this is Spain, but others are accused of it (e.g. Australia); America admits to vaccinating
wild animals in rural areas (hard luck if you live there).
Countries are also using chemtrails that people breathe in for other purposes. In 2015 four
whistleblowers from Spain’s meteorological agency told the European Parliament that
chemicals were regularly being sprayed over the country to alter the climate. The chemicals
were lead dioxide, silver iodide and diatomite.
A report by the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (August 2021) shows
plans for solar radiation management and greenhouse gas removal geoengineering using
sulphate aerosols.
Chemtrails can be observed in the sky in every area of Britain every few weeks. No one
knows for sure what these chemicals are, but observations show that they include harmful
particles.
Our analysis suggests that adverse public heath impacts may reasonably be expected
from SRM54 via deployment of stratospheric aerosols.

University of Michigan study.
Mosquitoes: vaccines by parasites
Genetically modified mosquitoes are being used to transmit vaccines. 55 This is a project
funded by the US National Institutes of Health. A vaccine trial study used GM mosquitoes
to vaccinate humans. The study results were published in the Science Translational
Medicine Journal. Sanaria, a company funded by Bill Gates, is closely connected to the
study. Despite mixed results, the researchers claimed that further trials are needed.
Using a genetically altered parasitic insect to inject humans with a trial drug is science
fiction insanity. Where will this end?
General resources
 Global Research, ‘PfizerGate: official government reports prove hundreds of thousands
of people are dying every single week due to Covid-19 vaccination’, (The Expose, 14
August 2022).
 UK Column. Continual reports in UK Column News, especially reports by Debi Evans.
 Office for National Statistics, Deaths, Deaths registered weekly in England and Wales.
 Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
 The Daily Sceptic, various articles, especially those by Will Jones.
 Steve Kirsch blogposts.
 Steve Kirsch, Evidence of Harm (a summary of data).

54

Stratospheric Aerosol Injection.
Global Research, Michael Nevradakis, ‘Researchers use GMO mosquitoes to vaccinate humans in NIHfunded malaria study', 4 October 2022.
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Robert Kennedy Jnr., various speeches, presentations, books (especially ‘The Real
Anthony Fauci’) and articles.
Dr Robert McCullough (the most published doctor in history), speeches, papers and
articles.
The Expose.
Epoch Times.
Lifesite News.
The Fat Emperor podcast (Ivor Cummins).
Peter Halligan, Substack.
The Delingpod, interview by James Delingpod with Dr Ariyana Love on allopathic
medicine and vaccine harms.
Paul Fahy, ‘Do not take the Covid vaccine’.
Paul Fahy, ‘The Influenza vaccine’.
Suzanne Humphries MD and Roman Bystrianyk, (book) ‘Dissolving Illusions: Disease,
vaccines and the forgotten history’.
Dr Sam Bailey et. al., (book) Virus mania.
Radical News, Interview with Dr Mike Yeadon by Maajid Nawaz.
US VAERS data.
MHRA Yellow Card reporting system.
EU, EudraVigilance reporting system.
Ed. Zoey O’Toole and Mary Holland, Turtles all the way down: vaccine science and
myth.
Vaccine, Tom T Shimabukuro et. al., ‘Safety monitoring in the vaccine adverse event
reporting syetm (VAERS)’ (2015).
Vaccine, Joseph Fraiman et. al., ‘Serious adverse events of special interest following
mRNA Covid-19 vaccination in randomised trials in adults’, Volume 40, Issue 40, 22
September 2022, pages 5798-5805.

Constant attacks on the immune system and induced maladies:
death by sickness
Lockdowns
I wrote numerous papers exposing the evils of lockdowns since March 2020. The full
extent of the evils is now being made plain by multiple scientific papers and protestations
by academics and researchers.
One of the key effects was that the immune systems of everyone in lockdown was
compromised. This was caused by: 1) a lack of exposure to sunlight (which creates vitamin
D); 2) a lack of exercise; 3) a lack of fresh air; 4) a lack of provocation of the immune
system with everyday pathogens keeping it in a fighting state; 5) a lack of social stimulation
to generate happiness; 6) constant exposure to indoor toxins and stresses (such as EMF
radiation, household chemicals etc.).
PCR tests
Cannot diagnose
PCR tests cannot diagnose any disease, let alone Covid-19. The inventor of them (Kary
Mullis) warned practitioners not to use them for diagnosis under any circumstances. They
are a tool in research to multiply particles.
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The instruction manuals of PCR kits state that they are not intended as a diagnostic test.56
Roche’s LightMix Modular Assays produced by TIB Molbiol state: ‘These assays are not
intended for use as an aid in the diagnosis of coronavirus infection’.
The cycle rate
The process magnifies particles exponentially through cycles. Anything over 28 cycles
produces nonsense results usually expressed as a false positive. A dead fragment of an old
cold will produce a positive result. Over 28 cycles 100% of results will be false. The NHS
typically runs tests at a rate of 45 cycles, making every single result false. Why is this? Why
is the NHS still forcing PCR tests on patients with no symptoms?
Proof that the test produces nonsense results is that the following items have tested
positive: fruit (e.g. papaya or apple), water from a puddle, animals (goat, dog), Coca-Cola,
and even sent back sterile with no contact with anything.
Useless because they pick up dead viral fragments
A paper on the government website57 commands medics not to keep testing patients
within a period of 90 days unless they develop Covid symptoms. This is because ‘ fragments
of inactive virus can be persistently detected by PCR in respiratory tract samples following infection
– long after a person has completed their isolation period and is no longer infectious’. Why are

patients still being tested weekly?
Quotes
PCR is not a test of infectiousness. Rather the test detects trace amounts of viral
genome sequence, which may be either live transmissible virus or irrelevant RNA
fragments from previous infection.

BMJ, ‘Operation Moonshot proposals are scientifically unsound’, BMJ 2020;370:m3699.
The FDA also admitted that: ‘positive results … do not rule out bacterial infection or co-infection
with other viruses. The agent detected may not be the definite cause of disease’.58
Mass testing of asymptomatic individuals is likely to produce large numbers of false
positives, either from the inherent limitations of the test or from past infections.

Rational Ground, Jennifer Cabrera, ‘New CDC guidelines are aligned with science’.
RT-qPCR testing programmes for SARS-Cov-2 are wholly inadequate, poorly
organised and surrounded by confusion and misinformation.

International Journal of Molecular Sciences, Stephen Bustin and Tania Nolan, April
2020.
Looking closely at the facts, the conclusion is that these PCR tests are meaningless as
a diagnostic tool to determine an alleged infection by a supposedly new virus called
SARS-Cov-2.

Torsten Engelbrecht and Konstantin Demeter, Covid19 PCR tests are scientifically
meaningless, Off-Guardian, 27 June 2020.
PCR banned for diagnosis
In many parts of the world PCR tests are now banned. In America the CDC has scrapped
them citing the fact that they cannot distinguish Covid from the flu. They have also banned
Lateral Flow tests stating that they were useless.
56

E.g. as those by Altona Diagnostics and Creative Diagnostics.
‘SARS-cov-2 re-testing in staff, patients and residents in health and social care settings’.
58 Quoted in Torsten Engelbrecht and Konstantin Demeter, ‘Covid19 PCR tests are scientifically
meaningless’, Off-Guardian, 27 June 2020.
57
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Drug delivery mechanism
Scientific analyses of the PCR test swabs reveal alarming results. These have observed the
following (there are variations in different manufacturers):
 Ethylene oxide. This is used to sterilise the swab but it causes cancer.
 Quantum dots. These are microscopic concentrations of a drug.
 Hydrogel. This is another mechanism for delivering drugs equivalent to vaccines. Tests
have also identified lithium in the hydrogel.59 The DARPA hydrogel creates conductive
crystals which grow throughout the brain reacting with living structures that are nano
antennas. It enables living cells to respond to remote signals.
 Moving filaments. These are variously described as either graphene oxide, special nylon
fibres or nano tubes. These detach from the swab and attach to the nasal lining close to
the brain. They also migrate to the pineal gland (which has its own electromagnetic
field). When detached they self-assemble into antenna to receive signals from a remote
source (just as the Covid vaccines do using graphene). However they cause damage to
blood vessels and organs. Graphene oxide acts like razors inside blood vessels causing
damage to the epithelium, resulting in the blood clots, which kill people.
In short, the swab is a drug delivery system. People that receive repeated tests build up
large doses of this drug / nano antennas given without any knowledge and consent of the
patient (which is illegal).
PCR deaths
Many people around the world have died as a direct result of the PCR test. Two cases in
Australia were taken to court by lawyers.60 In one case an old lady suffered brain fog after a
test, fell over and broke her hip and died from complications. In many cases the swab has
broken the blood/brain barrier resulting in infections damaging the brain. In several cases
the swab has fractured the bone protecting the brain and cerebrospinal fluid has poured
out from the nose requiring urgent surgery.61 An Australian boy bled to death after a nasal
swab. In Saudi Arabia an 18-month old child died after a test swab broke inside his nasal
cavity.
Swabs inserted in an upward orientation into the nasal cavity (greater than 30 degrees)
puts a patient at risk of serious injury to the thin and delicate areas of the skull base
(attachment of middle turbinate and cribriform plate). How many people administering
swabs understand this?
Resources
 Gov.UK, Public Health England, Covid-19: management of staff and exposed patients
or residents in health and social care settings, Section 6 ‘SARS-cov-2 re-testing in staff,
patients and residents in health and social care settings’, 28 January 2021.
 Report from the Slovak Republic, Abbott and Nadal, Bratislavia, Slovakia. This paper
has now been deleted from the internet.
 Yeadon et. al. ‘PCR-based Covid testing has failed’; Lockdown Sceptics, 16 November
2020.
 A Portuguese court has stated that they are unreliable, have a 93% failure rate and that
legal medical diagnoses can only be made by qualified and certified medical doctors.
59

The Slovak report.
Concerned Lawyers Network, ‘Notice of Liability and Potential Claims’, Test kits for Covid-19 unreliable
(6 November 2020).
61 JAMA Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery. Another case was reported in The Medical Journal of
Australia, 4 December 2020.
60
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RT, ‘A global team of experts has found 10 fatal flaws in the main test for Covid and is
demanding it’s urgently axed. As they should’, 1 December 2020.
Dutch scientist Pieter Borger has analysed and severely criticised the original (Drosten)
paper that supported the validity of the PCR test. He has demanded a retraction. A peer
review of the original study (Corman-Drosten paper, 23 January 2020) that set up the
protocol for the PCR tests, by 22 international experts, has demolished its findings
demonstrating ten major flaws.
BMJ, Editorials, Mass testing for covid-19 in the UK, BMJ 2020:371:m4435.
Shadab et. al., Epub, 2013, 6 Oct., ‘Nanoneurotherapeutics approach intended for
direct nose to brain delivery’, This paper describes intranasal administration of drugs
for the brain.
Hitendra S Mahajan, et.al., PMID 24128122, ‘Nanoemulsion-based intranasal drug
delivery system of saquinavir mesylate for brain targeting’.
Int J Pharm. 2008 June 24;358 (1-2): 285-91, Kumar M Misra, et. al., ‘Intranasal
nanoemulsion based brain targeting drug delivery system of risperidone’.
David Gracias and Florin M Selaru at John Hopkin’s University led a team of
biomedical engineers that developed shape-changing micro-devices that mimic the
hookworm in intestines called ‘theragrippers’. These can release drugs into the body
and several can be on one swab. The results of this research were published in Science
Advances.
ACS Nano, Alberto Pardo et. al., ‘Magnetic nanocomposite hydrogels for tissue
engineering: design concepts and remote actuation strategies to control cell fate’, 202101-06. [This explains that magnetic nanoparticles are utilised in hydrogels and are
manipulated by external magnetic fields.]
Natural News, ‘Biotech analyst Karen Kingston unveils patents and documents
describing the Covid vaccine 5G link …’, 6 October 2022.

Facemasks
See my many papers on this.
Facemasks are ineffective, unscientific and stupid. Viruses are as small as 20 nanometres
across (no bigger than 120 nanometres) while the pores in a cloth facemask are as big as
500 nanometres. Viruses go through them like a bullet through a wire fence.
Facemasks do immense damage to the body and should never be worn for more than 15
minutes. The list of problems caused is long but includes:
 Hypoxia (lack of oxygen); wearing a mask reduces oxygen intake by 20%. This causes
dysfunction in cells and especially brain cells.
 Build up of bacteria on the inside and the outside of the mask. Bacteria grow
exponentially and are then breathed back into the lungs. This causes respiratory
diseases.
 Bacterial pneumonia.62
 Suppression of the immune system.
 Bacterial skin disease.63
 Cognitive dysfunction.
 Increased carbon dioxide intake.
62

Clinical Research in Cardiology, Sven Fikenzer et. al., ‘Effects of surgical and FFP2/N95 face masks on
cardiopulmonary exercise capacity’, 109, 1522-1530 (2020). This study showed lung damage when masks
were worn during exercise and reduced peak blood lactate response.
63 BMJ, Emily Rudd & Sarah Walsh, ‘Mask related acne (‘maskne’) and other facial dermatoses’, BMJ 2021;
373:n1304 (7 June 2021).
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Neurological infections via the nose.
Headaches.
Sepsis.
Cancer. This is through inhaled titanium dioxide;64 lead, cadmium, antimony and
plastic and organic substances65 and Ethylene oxide.66

When you consider that there is no benefit whatsoever in protection against viral
transmission, you have to consider that the push for wearing them (still operative in the
NHS) is malicious. Making people wear facemasks makes them sick.
Quotes
Even the criminally corrupt CDC states, ‘[A surgical mask] does not provide the wearer with a
reliable level of protection from inhaling smaller airborne particles and is not recognised respiratory
protection’. While the equally corrupt WHO says, ‘If you do not have any respiratory symptoms
such as fever, cough or runny nose, you do not need to wear a mask’.67 And again, ‘The use of a
mask alone is insufficient to provide the adequate level of protection’.68
The evidence of the benefit of using a face covering to protect others is weak and the
effect is likely to be small.

UK Government, 23 June 2021.
We did not find evidence that surgical-type face masks are effective in reducing
laboratory-confirmed influenza transmission, either when worn by infected persons
(source control) or by persons in the general community to reduce their susceptibility.

Xiao J et al., ‘Nonpharmaceutical Measures for Pandemic Influenza in Nonhealthcare
Settings – Personal Protective and Environmental Measures’, Emerg. Infect. Dis., 17 May
2020; 26(5).
At no time has CDC guidance suggested that masks were intended to protect the
wearers.

CDC, 14 October 2020.
There is currently no evidence that wearing a mask (whether medical or other types) by
healthy persons in the wider community setting, including universal community
masking, can prevent them from infection with respiratory viruses, including COVID-19.

Advice on the use of masks in the context of COVID-19’, WHO, 6 April 2020.
Neither surgical nor cotton masks effectively filtered SARS–CoV-2 during coughs by
infected patients.

Bae S et al., ‘Effectiveness of Surgical and Cotton Masks in Blocking SARS-CoV-2: A
Controlled Comparison in 4 Patients’, Ann Intern Med., 6 April 2020.

64

Nature, Scientific Reports, ‘Eveline Verleysen, et. al., ‘Titanium dioxide particles frequently present in face
masks intended for general use require regulatory control’, 12, Article Number 2529 (2022).
65 Water Research, G L Sullivan, et. al., ‘An investigation into the leaching of micro and nano particles and
chemical pollutants from disposable face masks – linked to the Covid-19 pandemic’, Volume 196, 15 May
2021.
66 Sun News, Colin Fluxman, ‘Use of ethylene oxide to sterilise face masks extremely hazardous’, 15 June
2020. Advances in Colloid and Interface Science, Jerry TJ Ju, et. al., ‘Face masks against Covid-19;
standards. Efficacy, testing and decontamination methods’. Washington State Nurses Association, ‘Major
win to prohibit use of carcinogen for PPE sterilisation;, 29 April 2020. Health and Safety Executive (UK),
‘Use of face masks designated KN95, HSA safety alert’, STSU1-2020, June 2020.
67 Dr April Butler, WHO video (Match 2020).
68 WHO, ‘Advice on the use of masks ….’, 29 January 2020.
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The rates of all infection outcomes were highest in the cloth mask arm, with the rate of
ILI statistically significantly higher in the cloth mask arm [13 times higher] compared
with the medical mask arm. Cloth masks also had significantly higher rates of ILI
compared with the control arm [workers who followed standard practice, which could
sometimes include mask wearing]. An analysis by mask use showed ILI and
laboratory-confirmed virus were significantly higher [6.64 times for ILI and 1.72 times
higher for lab confirmed virus] in the cloth masks group compared with the medical
masks group. Penetration of cloth masks by particles was almost 97% and medical
masks 44%.

MacIntyre CR et al., ‘A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared with medical
masks in healthcare workers’, BMJ Open, April 22nd 2015; 5(4): e006577.
Papers
 PeerJ, Bhanu Bakta Neupane et.al., ‘Optical microscopic study of surface morphology
and filtrating efficiency of face masks’, 2019, 7, e7142.
 BMJ Open, Chandini R Macintyre et. al. ‘Covid-19, shortages of masks and the use of
cloth masks as a last resort’, 30 March 2020. ‘The study found that cloth mask wearers
had higher rates of infection than even the standard practice control group of health
workers, and the filtration provided by cloth masks was poor compared to surgical
masks’.
 American Journal of Infection Control, 2009; 37 (5).
 Headache, 2020; doi.org/10.111/head.13811
 Acta Neurologica Scandinavia, 2006; 11(3):199.
 Journal of Lung, Pulmonary and Respiratory Research, 2014;1(4).
 Neurocinugia 2008, 19;121.
 Technocracy, 11 May 2020. Virology, 1989;170(2).
 Brosseau LM et al., ‘COMMENTARY: Masks-for-all for COVID-19 not based on sound
data’, CIDRAP, April 1st 2020.
 University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health, 2nd April 2020.
 Annals of Internal Medicine, Henning Bundgaard et. al., ‘Effectiveness of adding a
mask recommendation to other public health measures to prevent SARS-Cov-2
infection in Danish mask wearers’, November 2020. [This is the largest randomised
control study on facemasks. It showed that there is virtually no difference in infection
rates between mask wearers and non-mask wearers.]
 Water Research, GL Sullivan et. al., ‘An investigation into the leaching of micro and
nano particles and chemical pollutants from disposable face masks – linked to the
Covid-19 pandemic’, Volume 196, 15 May 2021, 117033. This called for a major
investigation as it found detached particles of micro-plastics and heavy metals in masks
which were toxic.
 Corona transition, Michael Braungart (head of the Hamburg Environmental Inst.)
‘Maskentragen noch ungesunder als gedacht’, 20 July 2020. Braungart states that the
micro-plastics are highly toxic if you swallow them as they get into the nervous system.
 Corona transition, ‘Der Maskenzwang ist verantwortlich fur schwere psychische
Schaden und die Schwachung des Immunsystems’, 29 July 2020. This study shows the
serious psychological harms caused by masks.
Infra red thermometers
There are various types of these produced by different manufacturers. Judging by design, I
believe the one used by the NHS is the Medipro, Non-Contact, forehead, infrared, digital
thermometer made by Medisave UK. Some use a laser dot to target properly but they all
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read a surface temperature and are notoriously inaccurate. 69 Doctors have warned that
laser thermometers are dangerous and should only be used in industrial settings.
EMF spectrum radiation
They emit harmful infrared EMF radiation and are always pointed directly at the centre of
the forehead – one of the most sensitive areas of the body to radiation. How could medics
even think about using such a device?
It is claimed70 that this radiation causes damage to the pineal gland beneath the forehead
within the brain. The pineal gland controls serotonin and regulates mood; but it also helps
to control the immune system through melatonin.71 Melatonin is an antioxidant and assists
in regulating blood pressure, body temperature and Cortisol levels. It is critical for health.
Denials
Multiple organisations lined up to claim that these devices were fully safe, but these are the
same people that deny there is any problem with cell phones or wi-fi.
All devices that emit non-ionising electromagnetic radiation cause harm to the body to a
greater or lesser degree. It depends on the power utilised. [See later, ‘5G and EMF
radiation’.] Critics claimed that the thermometers do not use radiation targeted at the skin
but receives heat transmitted and reads the level. However, the device itself is using EMF
radiation in the infrared spectrum close to the body – which is dangerous.
Symptoms
Patients that have been getting daily temperature checks have reported headaches, sleep
disturbances and nightmares. If you are in hospital, demand (as I do) that the nurse takes
the temperature on the wrist (it is actually more accurate).
Resources
 New York Times, ‘Doctors warn against infrared thermometers’, 7 August 2007.
 Kaieteur News, Dr Keith Cummings, Dr Audrey Baker, Dr Gerry Baker, Dr Isaac Davis,
‘The negative impacts of the non-contact infrared thermometer’, 16 August 2020.
 Science News, Newcastle University, ‘New light shed on damaging impact of infrared
and visible rays on skin’, 23 January 2020.
Allopathic medicine
I have explained this many times. In brief: the allopathic medical system, that was
developed by Rockefeller in the early 20th century, pushed out traditional medicine
replacing it with drugs derived from petroleum products – thus enhancing the Rockefeller
fortune. Previously, for example, a certain tree bark 72 was prescribed and used medicinally
to relieve mild or chronic pain and to reduce fever and inflammation; but now a synthetic
aspirin pill is prescribed. Synthetic drugs all have significant side effects. Cocktails of drugs
cause multiple unknown harms as these synthetic pills interact.

69

One baby ended up in hospital unnecessarily because thermometer readings were wrong. Daily Mirror,
‘Mum warns about dangers of infrared thermometers after baby ends up in hospital’, 5 August 2020.
70 Until specific studies and autopsies are performed we will never know.
71 In mammals the pineal gland is devoid of nerve cells, but consists of secretory cells activated by fibres of
the autonomic nervous system. The cells contain serotonin, which is converted to the hormone melatonin.
The amounts of melatonin in the gland, brain fluids, and plasma fluctuate in a 24-hour rhythm, peaking
during darkness, and it is thought that melatonin and serotonin work together to regulate the sleep cycle.
Melatonin is of immense importance in keeping the body healthy.
72 From the plant genus name Spiraea.
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This system treats the symptom but not the causes of diseases and is thus helpless at fixing
chronic illness. People are sick enough to become a market for Big Pharma but not sick
enough to die for some time. To this are added expensive treatments that are useless, such
as Chemotherapy which is officially less successful than doing nothing.73
For example, people with chronic back pain are prescribed tramadol and other analgesics,
or sometimes serious surgery – when all the patient needs is physical treatment by an
osteopath or chiropractor. I have seen patients that have suffered for many years, taking
huge amounts of debilitating pills, have their back pain cured in four hours of back
manipulation (often due to a spine out of alignment).
The upshot of this is that many patients suffer for years and then die from the allopathic
treatment. In some cases, such as vaccines, death comes quickly. Allopathic doctors are the
third highest cause of death in America74 where 40,000 medical mistakes are made every
day.75 Many of these deaths are from prescribed drugs. One of the largest killers in recent
years was the prescription of opioids.
Resources
 Paul Fahy, ‘The Toxic Warfare’.
 Paul Fahy, ‘Do not take the Covid Vaccine’.
 Paul Fahy, ‘Pervasive Lying’.
Summary
There are many government initiatives that are actively damaging the immune system
and/or bringing in policies that actively cause medical harm. Why is this not being
adequately challenged? Why are they acting against the people?

The destruction of the NHS: death by neglect and lack of
medical treatment
I predicted some time ago that the NHS would be destroyed within two years after the
lockdown; it is actually in the throes of self-destruction right now. A full analysis of this
would require a book but I will try to expose the chief elements here.
During the lockdown and the Covid fantasy doctors, nurses and all medical practitioners
(bar a very few) decided to stop centring on patient care and followed the demands of the
government and various elite establishments (WHO, WEF, MHRA, Bill Gates, CEPI, GAVI,
SAGE etc.) to obey a plan that was detrimental to patients. This included many elements,
all of which had no validity in medicine and were harmful. They included: lockdown of the
healthy, PCR tests forcing quarantine of the healthy, facemasks, social distancing, PPE,
enforced DNR notices,76 sending sick patients into care homes where they infected
everyone, the Midazolam / morphine / Remdesivir protocol, ventilators in unwise
73

The Journal of Oncology states that it is only effective in 3% of cases. However it also notes that patients
naturally get better 4% of the time by doing nothing. Chemo is less efficient than doing nothing. Why would
anyone trust a treatment that officially fails 97% of the time?
74 A JAMA article by Dr. Barbara Starfield, from Johns Hopkins School of public health, came to the
conclusion that doctors (or the conventional medical system) were the third leading cause of death. Gary Null
published a report which confirmed this. See: Dr G Null, book: Death by medicine, (2011).
75 The New England Journal of Medicine, November 25, 2010.
76 For an example of a death pathway of a man in his fifties see UK Column, Coronavirus, ‘No time to grieve:
death by pathway’. An unvaccinated reasonably fit man who tested PCR positive is given a death sentence.
This is common.
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circumstances, shutting down normal hospital care / scans / treatments / elective surgery,
making the NHS a Covid-only service, and so on.
As the truth has begun to come out, many medical staff waking up are racked with guilt
over what they have done. This even applies to ambulance staff who ferried sick patients
into care home where they killed many people. Some staff are now mentally ill through this
guilt. I have seen reports that 50% of doctors are preparing to resign or retire in the
coming months.77 This is on top of massive staff shortages already [see later]. Large
numbers of more mature nurses, who have seen the collapse and cannot face it, have
already left. You can find many heartbreaking testimonies on-line of staff that have
resigned due to intolerable malpractice in the workplace.78
This has already left certain departments in serious trouble. The result is wards with
insufficient nurses and doctors and recruiting people who are not qualified to do the job.
Many disciplines now have staff who are completely inadequate to the task, in terms of
qualifications, experience and temperament. So far this is not the case in ICUs and dialysis
wards (where nursing staff are excellent and well trained) but some departments (such as
A & E and respiratory wards) are in serious disarray (admittedly with some good staff
trying to hold back the raging torrent).
The ambulance service is already in collapse.79 Waiting times are through the roof, even as
long as 12 hours in some cases. I have even heard of a patient waiting on the floor for more
than a day. Then the ambulances cannot get into A & E and queue in the car park. Many
heart attack patients have died in their ambulance after waiting several hours. Several
years ago my father waited 12 hours for an ambulance called by the GP and my mother
waited 9 hours on the floor (which was televised by the BBC). Both subsequently died in
hospital. But things are much worse now. In August the West Midlands ambulance service
was terminated for several weeks because it couldn’t operate. In some areas today patients
are taken to hospital by police vehicles. Other hospitals have warned patients to get
someone to drive them in by private vehicle. Third World countries do not act as bad as
this.
Worse is the callous attitude that has developed among many medics as a result of the
Covid malpractice. There are stories after stories of patients being treated appallingly: left
without water for days on end; left without food for a week; left in their own filth for days;
rebuffed by doctors when questioning wrong treatment (such as Remdesivir). 80 You can
find videos of concerned family removing patients from hospital with great difficulty due to
concern for their life (nurses, doctors and security staff tried to stop them). In all cases I
have seen the patient recovered well at home after being at death’s door in hospital. One
example is the case of funeral director John O’ Loomey. It took several family members,
friends and a private doctor to get him out. He swiftly recovered with good care at home.
An analysis
In every area the NHS is falling apart very fast; this is now being observed in hard data.
 The NHS is very adequately funded. It is about middle of the level of funding of other
European countries but its performance is far lower. There is no reason for it to fail
other than bad management.
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METRO, ‘NHS at risk of complete collapse with almost 50% of senior consultants set to leave’, 12 October
2022.
78 See an actual resignation letter of a nurse at UK Column, Health, ‘I resign from the NHS’.
79 See UK Column, Health, Debi Evans, ‘The ambulance crisis: How much of it is ambulance-related?’.
80 See various comment pieces by Dr Vernon Coleman.
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On the recent Civitas analysis of international performance, the NHS was near the
bottom (17th out of 19). In almost every department the NHS was at or near the bottom
(only the US fared worse).81 ‘In international comparisons of health system performance, the
NHS almost always ranks in the bottom third, … the UK could easily be mistaken or an Eastern
European country’.82

There are now 7 million people on long waiting lists.83 Some people are being told to
expect to wait a further two years before getting vital treatment, such as hip surgery.
Thus patients in extreme pain are to expect to live with that pain for years.
94% of the people that died from Covid in recent months were vaccinated. Over 90% of
the people in hospital are vaccinated. The vast majority of people dying from non-Covid
are vaccinated.84 Remember that doctors, nurses and the medical establishment
coerced people into being vaccinated. The truth about the vaccines is slowly emerging
mainstream, which is why the recent booster jab was an utter failure in take up.
Cancer rates are through the roof. You are at a greater risk of dying from cancer in the
UK than in most European countries. On the rate of cancer frequency, Britain comes in
at 13th (Wikipedia). ‘We have lower survival compared to other countries’ (Cancer Research
UK.)
A poll revealed that more than two in five (44%) of the most senior hospital medics are
planning to leave the NHS.85 The BMA [British Medical Assoc.] warned of a complete
collapse of the NHS. This could only occur if the morale in the NHS was at an all-time
low.
England is already short of 12,000 hospital doctors and more than 50,000 nurses. The
NHS has also lost 3,000 dentists.86 Some people have not been able to see a dentist in
over three years and are pulling teeth with pliers.
More than 332,000 people have been on waiting lists for more than a year.87
The NHS has fared worse than other countries in dealing with recent crises.88
A nurse’s pay is lower than a dustman’s.
Ambulance drivers and crew are paid the minimum wage.

Newspaper headlines
 Daily Mirror: NHS in danger of complete collapse.
 The Guardian: NHS primary care is close to collapse.
 Huffington Post: This is how deeply the NHS collapse is really impacting us.
 Daily Post: Lack of GPs is extremely concerning and could lead to NHS collapse.
 Wales online: NHS in danger of complete collapse.
 HCSA: HCSA warns of possible NHS collapse this winter.
 The Times: NHS sets up winter war rooms to save A&E wards from collapse.
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Civitas, International health care outcomes index 2022’. BBC, ‘NHS poor on treating deadly diseases’, 26
June 2018. The Guardian, ‘Poor NHS care kills up to 10,000 people a year, CQC chief claims’.
82 Iea.org.uk, Dr Kristian Niemietz, ‘Universal healthcare without the NHS’, 14 December 2016.
83 The Telegraph, ‘Record seven million people on NHS waiting lists in England’, 13 October 2022.
84 ONS, ‘Deaths involving Covid-19 by vaccination status, England’. Check multiple results and see analyses
by Will Jones, Amanuensis and Eugyppius (Daily Sceptic). See summary of data in my ‘Covid vaccine facts’.
85 ITV, ‘NHS in danger of complete collapse as senior medics plan to leave warns BMA’, 12 October 2022.
86 UK Government, Health and Social Care Committee, Reports: special reports and government responses.
87 Ibid.
88 Financial Times, report by John Burn-Murdoch, ‘Chronic illness makes the UK workforce the sickest in
developed world’. 21 July 2022.
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The irony
The insane measures implemented by the UK government during the Covid farce were
supposedly to save the NHS. The result was empty wards, sick patients too afraid to go to
hospital, scans not done, cancers not recognised, treatments postponed and clinics
suspended. Bored, unoccupied and frustrated nurses took to staging dance routines in
wards and corridors posted on TikTok. This led directly to an overwhelmed NHS when the
lockdowns and fear subsided. The government policies contributed directly to collapsing
the NHS as any moron could envisage.
Patients that were very sick already in lockdowns waited until their treatment was either
more complicated and time-consuming, or were terminal requiring palliative care but
nowhere else to go as care homes closed and 40,000 unvaccinated carers were sacked. 89 In
addition, the vaccines promoted by the government and NHS, the PCR tests and facemasks
have all contributed to a higher number of sick people than usual. Most of the people
needing treatment in hospital are vaccinated.
Government meddling has killed the NHS.
The great question
Why is the NHS failing?
That the NHS is in freefall is beyond doubt. The question is, why is this so?
It should not be failing.
 It is very adequately funded.
 It has vast experience since it was the first state-funded, free at the point of delivery
health care system.
 It was formerly top of the international league tables for high standards.
 It had tens of thousands of dedicated staff that had decades of practical experience.
 It had protocols for health care that ostensibly worked.
 It has a network of local hospitals that are very handsomely provided for in terms of
medical equipment.
The answer is political.
The NHS has suffered from decades of bad decisions and bad reforms made by various
governments. These include:
 Multiple unnecessary reforms, first one thing then another all causing unnecessary
chaos. When David Cameron became Prime Minister he declared that there would be
no more needless reforms in the NHS. At that very moment the health secretary was
already preparing the biggest top-down NHS reform in decades at a cost of 20 billion.
 Removal of clinicians from hospital management replacing them with non-clinical,
callous, greedy, professional managers.
 Massively multiplying the number of expensive incompetent managers.
 Removing beds and closing wards. 10,000 beds were secretly removed immediately
before and during the Covid crisis.
 Closing hospitals.
 Centralisation in mega hospitals instead of local community and specialised hospitals.
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However, 130,000 unvaccinated hospital doctors and nurses were not sacked!
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Stopping the normal historic practices of GP surgeries, replacing them with telephone
triage, zoom consultations, cancellation of home visitation, allowing GPs to only work
three-day weeks at high pay etc.
Greatly reducing nursing training. Removing nurse-training bursaries. Closing nurses’
homes in areas where accommodation is limited and expensive.
Allowing medical universities to take a majority of foreign students (who pay more)
who return home, instead of qualified British medical students.
Student-loan packages for students who do five years at university building up huge
debts.
Reducing or removing previous protocols that were effective.
Selling off many aspects of the NHS to private (usually American) companies and
hedge-funds. Often these performed worse than the NHS. E.g. the Blood Transfusion
Service was sold off over 20 years ago to a US hedge-fund and it is now failing.

Since all these trends were detrimental to good health care, the next question is: was this
deliberate or was it incompetence? If it was incompetence, why is it that there were
multiple acts of incompetence by many politicians and governments one on top of the
other? It is highly unlikely that there were no intelligent, competent people involved
during the period of deterioration (say 30 years).
The conclusion forced upon us is that this deterioration was planned. Superior powers
want to fragment and privatise the profitable parts of the NHS and want it removed as a
do-it-all health care, free at the point of delivery system. Most current hospital services are
to be destroyed [see next]
The Great Reset goal: the ‘NHS Long Term Plan’
‘The plan proposes to shift resources out of hospitals into community services and primary care’
(Wikipedia, ‘NHS Long Term Plan’). Echoes of Maggie Thatcher’s selling off of the mental
hospitals replaced by treatment in the community (i.e. no care at all).
The strategy being rolled out by the NHS for the future is truly alarming. It is essentially
founded upon an automatic digital system with as little human contact as possible. 90
GP surgeries are to go, along with many consultant clinics. Patient diagnosis is to be
performed partly by algorithms and partly by remote zoom appointments. You will not see
a doctor anymore but will first be triaged by a ‘phone call to a receptionist and then have a
clinic using remote video link (Zoom, Face Time etc.). Of course, it is impossible to
properly diagnose a patient this way as the lockdowns proved. Multiple people died, such
as from cancer, due to wrong diagnoses time after time. We will never know how many
died this way but I have heard very many tragic stories. What happens in power blackouts?
In many cases you won’t go to hospital either. New technologies mean that scans can be
performed by your mobile ‘phone from your home. Health data will also be transmitted by
your ‘phone. A determination will be made without you being present and pills prescribed
without you ever having seen anyone face-to-face.
In some cases patients will be able to see a pharmacist who will be able to prescribe basic
medications. This is already in operation now. Thus someone with no medical training is
determining your medical condition and giving you pills.
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See UK Column, Debi Evans, ‘NHS Long Term Plan and Mental health Implementation Plan: Phoenix or
dinosaur?’ for a summary of the NHS’ history and future.
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The plan is that many hospital services will disappear completely. They will always have to
deal with emergencies and trauma surgery but most other departments are going to close.
The goal is treatment at home for almost everything.
A summary of the plan’s objectives91
 There will be restrictions on who goes into a hospital and for how long.
 Hospitals are to be in the home in the form of virtual wards using remote monitoring.
 Nurses and doctors will be artificial intelligence; treatment will be performed by robots.
Human contact is minimal.
 We will all have a digital personality to tailor medicine.
 The system is centralised and digitised.
 The UK NHS is to become the global life sciences superpower.
 The MHRA is a global enabler for Big Pharma.
 Community pharmacists will replace GP surgeries for primary care.
 Appointments will be virtual (‘telemedicine’).
 There will be personal health budgets by 2024.
 A&E will be replaced by ‘Urgent Care Centres’ plus in-out recover at home treatment.
Overnight facilities will be eradicated for most cases (‘same-day emergency care’).
 Nursing will abandon traditional training to be replaced by online qualifications and
apprenticeships.
 Everyone will be graded on the ‘electronic frailty index’. There is an unclear policy on
people being refused treatment.
 Monitoring at home will be by ‘wearable devices’. This will include location trackers.
 Personal health records will be included in NHS services such as NHSx (NHS Digital).
 Vaccines will be rolled out within 100 days of requirement.
 The Clinical Assessment Service is a team that provides specialist advice and prioritises
cases. All members will have access to all your records. The five priorities for treatment
are: stroke, heart attack, major trauma, severe asthma and sepsis. Other conditions
may not be granted admission.
 GP services will be digital.
 Antibiotics will be reduced and possibly eliminated.
 New technologies will re-programme a patient’s immune system with cell therapy.
 People on a reasonable income will be forced into private health care.
The public never voted on this; it was driven from the top-down by unelected bureaucrats
and people with great international influence. It is not centred in the care of the patients
but the convenience of the state. People should remember that it is their taxes that pay for
the NHS and that together they form a bloc that can overthrow governments. They should
not tolerate this experiment that will cause mass death (which is the goal).
Resources
 UK Column News: video reports by Debi Evans (former nurse).
 UK Column, Brian Gerrish, ‘Feet of clay and clapping for the NHS’.
 UK Column, Brian Gerrish, ‘NHS and the feet of clay’.
 UK Column, David Scott, ‘What’s that coming over the hill?’. [NHS Scotland.]
 UK Column, Dr Mike Williams, ‘No time to die’. [Mandatory organ donation.]
 UK Column, Martin Edwards, ‘The NHS Common Purpose: towards a million change
agents’.
 UK Column, Health, ‘A conversation on the NHS’. [Liverpool Care Pathway.]
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Thanks to UK Column for this section.
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UK Column, Pat Johnston, ‘Britain’s final solution’. [Euthanasia.]
UK Column, Mike Robinson, ‘The NHS is broken – NICE’.
The Daily Sceptic, multiple excellent articles by Dr Will Jones.
The UK Government, Health and Social care, Reports.

The energy crisis: death from exposure
This is well understood by now and does not need extensive comment.











The energy crisis and massive price rises were caused by government policies. These
include: de-commissioning coal fired power stations. De-commissioning nuclear power
stations. Trusting that renewables would meet the grid demand (impossible).92 Failing
to store gas and oil and even destroying storage facilities. 93 Engaging in stupid, selfharming, sanctions against Russia. Energy advisors to the government are now openly
stating that the nation’s energy policy for decades has been utterly foolish and must
now change.
Prices next year will rise by 80%.
Already businesses and domestic users are feeling the pinch. The Brewers and Vintners
Assoc. has predicted that if nothing is done every pub in Britain will close by Christmas.
One famous celebrity chef pub in Yorkshire revealed that his gas bill had increased
from £5,000 per month to over £40,000. This will double by next October!
Poor people will not be able to afford to heat their home this winter. Millions of people
are already in fuel poverty [spending over 10% of net income on fuel]. The Child Action
Poverty Group states that by January 2023 over 80% of large families, lone parents and
pension couples will be in fuel poverty. Some will be spending 71.7% of net income.94
This could easily mean that tens of thousands of people will die from the cold. In 201819 over 17,000 deaths were due to cold housing.95 This winter will be very much worse.
In colder parts of Northern Europe people are already burning garbage to heat their
homes, which will poison them (they have been forbidden from gathering wood from
forests).
The energy crisis will raise the cost of inflation and food prices even more, month by
month.96 The cost of food will become prohibitive if nothing is done. Some items have
already risen by over 100%.
Some German economists have predicted that the German economy is likely to collapse
before 2023 unless there is a change in energy policy. If Germany collapses, then the
EU economy will also collapse. In Germany there is already energy rationing. German
smelting companies have shut down; to restart them would cost millions and take
months. BASF has suspended industrial production for the first time of unceasing
production for 60 years. Italian restaurants are already using candles. France is in an
energy crisis of its own as its nuclear power stations are off-line due to corrosion. In

92 Depending on the weather,

renewables contribute as little as 3-5% of the national grid power.
Such as the Rough North Sea reserve which was capable of storing 100 billion cubic feet of gas. This was
double the storage facility in operation in the UK. Centrica Storage Ltd closed it in 2017 because the
government refused to subsidise necessary maintenance.
94 CPAG, ‘Fuel poverty: estimates for the UK’, 2 August 2022.
95 E3G, ’17,000 people in the UK died last winter due to cold housing’, 15 February 2029.
96 The rise in the cost of fuel means that transporting food and food production costs much more. Plus a
higher energy cost to supermarket’s and distribution centre’s infrastructure (lighting, heating, and power).
How will supermarkets function during a blackout where everything runs on computer systems, including
the checkout? In the 70s during the blackouts we put candles on trolleys and used mechanical tills. This is no
longer an option.
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Poland, which relies on Russian gas, people are chopping down trees for firewood in
preparation for winter.97 The situation in the EU is serious. The EU has to admit defeat
and terminate sanctions – but it currently refuses to do this.
The energy crisis and supply chain collapse (e.g. closure of steel factories) means that
there are no materials to manufacture Green energy systems (e.g. turbines). This
creates a perfect storm.
The UK government has just announced that there will be power cuts between 4 and
7pm (just when people need power most for evening meals after school / work) in the
winter.
According to the US EIA, the US has just 25 days of diesel reserves left.98
Note that already in 2022 there have been 90,000 demonstrations and protests world
wide just regarding energy. Germany is putting the military onto the streets from 1
October. Protests in France were met by militarised police teams who brutally injured
innocent demonstrators acting peacefully.

The energy crisis will undoubtedly lead to mass deaths all over the world.
Resources
Energy crisis, food crisis
 YouTube, Neil McCoy Ward (former British military now financial analyst), video:
‘Prepare for MASS civil unrest (it’s started)’.
 YouTube, Neil McCoy Ward, video: ‘Germany is collapsing’.
 UK Column.
 The Daily Sceptic.
 Natural News (Mike Adams).

Economic collapse: death from unemployment
I have covered this many times. The slow collapse of the economies of the world is
gathering pace as the chickens come home to roost; some nations have already collapsed
(e.g. Sri Lanka). The current rage for printing money cannot continue; the laws of
economics insist that this will cause hyperinflation in the end. 99
When an economy collapses there is mass unemployment. This, in turn, causes an
explosion of deaths. Rises in unemployment always raise mortality rates.100 A 1-% rise in
the unemployment rate is associated with 40,000 deaths. Unemployment in men causes a
40% increase in premature death risk or, according to others, 63%.101
There are possible signs that there will be an economic crisis beginning after the end of
October. The Vatican has called back all its global financial holdings into the Vatican bank.
The pound Sterling has crashed to its lowest ever level. Banks have stopped scores of loan /
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Natural News, ‘To ashes: desperate Europeans burn trees for warmth following destruction of Nordstream
pipelines’.
98 Zero Hedge, Tyler Durden, ‘Forget Oil, the real crisis is diesel inventories: the US has just 25 days left’, 20
October 2022.
99 Banks have followed wrong economic systems for greed. Austrian economics (based on true principles)
demonstrate the error of this. Banks are really broke. Printing money and pursuing low-interest debt-based
systems just creates inflation. Eventually inflation has to be faced. [NB there are three economic systems:
Keynesian, Chicago and Austrian.]
100 Yale News, ‘Rising unemployment causes higher death rates, Yale researcher shows’, 23 may 2002.
101 LiveScience, Chad Brooks, ‘Unemployment proves deadly, health study finds’, 5 April 2011.
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mortgage plans. The euro is under threat. Economists are warning of a severe crisis.
Inflation is starting to spiral out of control. Bonds around the world are falling. Crypto
currencies are collapsing. GDP is stalling. Britain is effectively in stagflation already. China
has already effected bank bail-ins.102 Western banks have changed their terms and
conditions and warned of bail-ins. The situation is serious. [Conversely, Russia is thriving.]
An economic collapse will cause many deaths and much suffering. The Great Depression
resulted in high mortality but we are facing an economic threat that is much worse. One
banker called it, ‘a perfect storm upon a perfect storm’.
A summary of the economic problems in Britain.
 High inflation. In reality this is already around 20%. [Goldman Sachs predicted that it
would reach 22% in 2023. Deutsche Bank predicts a sterling crisis and a current
account deficit of 10%. This is unprecedented outside basket-case emerging
markets.103]
 Failure of the Bank of England to deal with high inflation. [It needs to raise interest
rates to at least 15%.]
 Inflation was chiefly caused by an excessive printing of money (quantitative easing)104
and lockdown polices (paying £439 billion to stop people working; PPE waste; useless
track and trace systems etc.).
 Paying millions for vaccines that have done no good but have caused harm.
 An energy crisis that has no fast solutions and could last years. This could have been
remedied if Britain cancelled Russian sanctions and bought cheap gas from Russia. It
refused to do this. With the sabotage of the Nordstream pipeline, this option is no
longer open. The energy crisis is severe and long-lasting. Fracking will take years to go
online and is not necessarily feasible. It is not the answer. Coal and nuclear power
stations will fix this problem but will take many years to commission.
 Food supply chain problems. Food prices increase even before inflation.
 Government waste.
 GDP is collapsing.
 Uncertainty about sterling.
 An enormous trade deficit.
 A budget that caused a sell-off in the Gilts market.
 Pension funds facing huge losses.
 Selling off of British bonds.
 There is already a recession (being denied) and soon unemployment will increase (car
sales are already down and this is a sign of impending unemployment).
 In recent weeks the Bank of England has had to support government gilts 105 (buying
debt by printing money) three times in two weeks to stop pension funds from going
bankrupt. This is almost unprecedented and indicates serious problems with the
economy. It also made statements that spooked the markets causing a currency and
bond crisis. [Note that the Bank of England actions were designed to force a U-turn and
bring down the new Truss government (the chancellor has already been fired). The
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This is where the bank steals depositors’ money (which legally belongs to the bank). This happened in
Cyprus in 2013.
103 CNBC, ‘Deutsche Bank says risk of a sterling crisis in rising as Truss becomes UK prime minister’, 5
September 2022.
104 Inflation is an expansion in the monetary supply with no commensurate increase in productivity.
105 Gilt-edged securities: UK government bonds i.e. marketable securities with a maturity of not less than
twelve months, which pay fixed annual interest or are index-linked. They are called gilt-edged because there
is no significant danger of the government failing to pay interest or redeem the bonds when they mature.
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Bank has more power than the government and is run by hidden controllers that own
it. Essentially the bank staged a political coup.]106
This is spelling out a perfect storm of economic catastrophe for the UK. ‘ The cheque has
bounced and the economy is in freefall’.107
Resources
 UK Column News.
 YouTube, Neil McCoy Ward videos.
 The Daily Sceptic, Phillip Pilkington, ‘The real cause of Britain’s economic woes’.
 The Daily Sceptic, Andrew Montfort, ‘The headlong rush to net-zero makes a new Great
Depression a racing certainty’.
 The Telegraph, Liam Halligan, The £895bn QE monster is really to blame for the
market meltdown’, 2 October 2022.
 Planet Normal podcast especially economic analysis from Liam Halligan. Note
interview with economist and government advisor Dr Gerard Lyon (29 September
2022). Note podcast interview with former chancellor Norman Lamont (12 October
2022).
 Trends Journal (Gerald Celente).

Inflation: death from poverty
This needs little exposition. I have outlined the causes of this many times. A few points are
all that is necessary.
 The prime cause of the current high inflation was the excessive money printing of the
Bank of England. The printing of money, especially during the lockdowns where people
were paid not to work, is why we are now in inflation. We are also in recession. £439
billion was wasted on lockdown policies.
 This current inflation is the most serious economic event since 1929. It is already in the
early stages of stagflation (inflation plus low economic growth) and is heading towards
hyperinflation (think Weimar Germany or Zimbabwe).
 The government can primarily fix this with very high interest rates – but the Bank of
England is failing to do this. If this continues, inflation will go through the roof and
take many years to sort out; unless there is a war (this is what stopped the Great
Depression in 1939).
 The big impact will be on food prices. This will lead to shortages and starvation. This, in
turn, will lead to riots and unrest.
 The World Bank has already concluded that millions will die of starvation in the near
future; mostly in the developing world.
Inflation will contribute to the deaths of poor people, mainly through starvation, lack of
heat and malnutrition.
Note: It is likely that there will be a short period of dis-inflation108 (not deflation)109 in the
coming months but this will be overtaken by a sudden rise in high inflation afterwards as a
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Note that Kwasi Karteng’s budget lowered taxes and raised spending. He was immediately sacked after
only weeks in the job. The new chancellor, Jeremy Hunt has announced tax rises and a squeeze on spending
– which is what the Bank of England wanted.
107 Phillip Pilkington op. cit.
108 A decrease or slowdown of the rate of inflation.
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result of the latest money printing of the Bank of England, which takes time to impact
inflation rates.
Resources
 UK Column News.
 YouTube, Neil McCoy Ward videos.
 Commentary by Liam Halligan (The Telegraph, Planet Normal podcast, GB News).
 Consult Austrian Economic Theory.

The food supply crisis: death from starvation
Summary
Again, I have explained this many times. Chief points are:
 Farmers are being paid to stop farming, either to quit, or to cease planting grains and
grow wild flowers.
 In America farmers are having contractors plough up the grain harvests.
 Globally, there have been over 120 food processing plants and warehouses burned
down. Such co-ordination implies planning. Another major food supply market burned
down in Europe this week.
 Transport systems in the US have terminated their contracts to transport food items.
 The cost of fertiliser is through the roof and supplies are hard to find. Some farmers
have stopped planting wheat for this reason alone.
 The cost of fuel has skyrocketed so that this is another reason why farmers have
stopped planting energy demanding crops.
 National leaders bewitched by Green Net Zero policies are killing herds of cows due to
the claimed methane problem. Farmers in the Netherlands are being told to cull 90% of
their cattle. Herds of thousands of cattle have been found dead in the US. Jacinda
Ardern has just imposed the first ever methane tax on farmers causing mass protests in
New Zealand.
 Leaders are demanding that people eat insects instead of meat. Insects are already on
the table of Welsh schools. Supermarkets, such as Morrisons, are already selling insect
food (which is full of parasites). Synthetic meat grown in a lab is being rolled out.
 Inflation is driving up the prices of food items already. Some items are 100% dearer.
 There are supply chain collapses caused by national lockdowns.
 Global institutions have warned of a worldwide famine by 2024.110
 Sanctions against Russia has led to the termination of Russian exports to Britain, the
US and Europe in response. This includes grains but also other supplies essential for
food production, such as fertiliser and chemicals. Russia now has a bumper wheat crop
and will not starve; in addition it does not have runaway inflation and its currency is
booming.
 There have been massive floods and also droughts in various places crippling food
exports.
Example
To show how the Elite that control the world hurt the poor in the developing world and
aggrandise items for themselves, take the recent restoration of grain supplies exported
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A lowering of product prices.
United Nations, ‘Famine knocking at the door of 43 million worldwide, WFP [World Food Programme]
warns, 22 June 2021.
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from Ukraine. Where is this grain going? It is being diverted to Western nations. Only 5%
is going to the developing world which urgently needs it most.
This was explicitly referred to by Vladimir Putin in his speech celebrating the accession of
the sovereign Donbass republics into the Russian federation by self-determination111 (well
worth reading the text). Note that alone amongst world leaders, Putin made direct
reference to the Lord Jesus Christ as a model and affirmed that western policies were
satanic.
Chemtrails
See many previous papers for an explanation of geo-engineering. See also Dane
Wigginton’s website, geoengineeringwatch. American congressional documents prove that
this programme has been underway since 1945. It was manifestly exhibited in Operation
Popeye in the Vietnam War.
The geo-engineering programme of stratospheric aerosolised injection of substances from
aircraft is doing immense harm to the soil of the planet. While the purpose may be other
issues (control and dumbing-down of humans, vaccinating humans, weather modification
etc.) the literal fall-out is poisoning the soil. This takes the form of multiple elements and
molecules, including aluminium oxide and barium, As this continues (you can see the gridcross patterns of linear clouds every few weeks in Britain) the soil will reach such toxic
levels that plants will not be able to grow. This will mean the end of food.
Ecologists measuring the constituents of soil and water samples are already expressing
alarm at powerful toxins being found even in high mountain soil and water sources. The
psychopathic Elite are literally poisoning the Earth’s crust.
[Aside: the Elite’s plan to kill all livestock, apart from causing famine, will ruin the soil.
Cow pats and other animal dung is full of good bacteria and chemicals that fertilise the soil
they graze naturally. No animals – dead soil.]
Summary
Experts are predicting that millions will die from starvation due to these crises, especially
in the Third World.
Although famines are already beginning in the Third World, due to local conditions and a
lack of exports from Europe and USA, the main famine in the West will develop in 2023.
There will be shortages of some food and high prices of food this winter, but the real
problems will hit next year lasting possibly into 2024. This is when current policies will
result in low food produce, notably grains, dairy and meat.
However, inflation now (which will get much worse over time) is already resulting in lower
income people neglecting healthy food and purchasing processed rubbish, which is
cheaper.
Resources
 Paul Fahy, The Toxic Warfare.
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Note that the Western narrative of a ‘sham’ election (the word was co-ordinated worldwide) is a lie. The
mainstream media did not have reporters on the ground (which was being shelled by Ukraine). However,
over 130 independent and professional reporters oversaw all the polling stations and reported that it was a
professional, free and fair plebiscite. Several of these have now been put on a Ukraine ‘kill list’ (such as
Vanessa Beeley) and they have been castigated falsely by the EU, UK and the US. Ukraine also threatened to
kill every citizen that voted. Note that the Donbass is majority Russian and the area has been part of Russia
for 1,000 years.
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Dane Wiggington; Geo-engineering Watch website. Masses of documents, data, videos,
news, articles.
University of Michigan study: Assessing the direct occupational and public health
impacts of solar radiation management with stratospheric aerosols, 19 January 2016.
United States Senate, Committee on commerce, science and transportation. May 1978.
[NB chapter 5, ‘The federal Government has been involved for over 30 years in a number of
aspects of weather modification’.]
Homer E Newell, Federal Council for Science and Technology (Presidential report),
Report to the [US] Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Studies, ‘A
recommended national program in weather modification’, November 1966.
Ripley’s, Colton Kruse, ‘Operation Popeye: America’s secret weather warfare project’,
27 June 2018.
UK Column News.
YouTube, Neil McCoy Ward videos. NB, video ‘They want to destroy independent
farmers (Explained)’.

Notice what the Elite seek to eliminate
Democracy.
Capitalism.112
Cattle: thus beef and dairy.products.
Sheep.
Pigs.
Traditional farming and land management.
Coal-fired power stations (cheap power).
Nuclear power stations (cheap clean power).
Petrol and diesel cars (local mobility).
Flying for most people (foreign mobility).
The family as an institution led by a male and a female parent bringing up children to
respect traditonal wisdom and mores.
Biological sex definition.
Home ownership (collateral capital).
Sovereignty over your own money.
Medical autonomy.
Personal autonomy.
Freedom of speech.
Freedom of publication.
Personal opinions, even thoughts.
Freedom of association.
Freedom to roam.
Freedom of worship.

In short, these are all the things which made the 20th century a period of upward mobility,
prosperity for the West and individual freedoms guaranteed by law. It is the imposition of
112

Capitalism is the worst economic system, except for all the others. [Derived from a Churchill speech about
democracy in the House of Commons, 11 November 1947 (which he actually took from someone else
unknown).]
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Marxist Communism by stealth on nations which historically rejected its revolutionary
attempts. A collectivist, centralised state will control all these items.

Food toxicity: death from poisons
Having explained this several times I will summarise.
Most food in the supermarket shelves is toxic – full stop. All processed food is toxic, but
items that are considered to be healthy are often toxic as well. Most salmon is toxic being
full of heavy metals from ocean pollution. Farmed salmon is full of antibiotics, growth
enhancers and infection caused by parasites (buy wild Alaskan salmon). All large fish, such
as tuna, are toxic because they are top predators of smaller fish that have ingested oceanic
pollution, so the poison is concentrated.
Many products labelled as healthy are far from it. Those that have reduced fat have the
taste boosted by High Fructose Corn Syrup and additives. Those that have reduced sugar
have the sweetness replaced by aspartame and similar nerve poisons. Other foods are filled
with additives and preservatives like MSG, which is very unhealthy.
The only food on supermarket shelves that is relatively safe is organic food. In America
even this is untrustworthy as the law enables food producers to label GMO foods as
organic.
Many GMO products are highly dangerous because they contain high levels of
Glysophate,113 which causes cancer. The body cannot eliminate this poison. Over 90% of
Americans have tested positive for Glysophate, even newborn babies. It is present in
mother’s milk. Some staples are almost all GMO; including soy, American corn and oats. If
you eat porridge, unless you purchase organic oats, you are consuming Glysophate.
Food processing and storage practices produce many toxic items such as transfats, nitrates
and Acrylamide. All seed oils are toxic, including rape, sunflower and canola (an American
type of rape). Something like crisps are highly toxic because they contain small amounts of
real vegetable but large amounts of chemicals, which are then heated to high temperatures
and combined with transfats forming Acrylamide, which is toxic.
Example: A fiend recently developed hypertension and her doctor typically just gave her
blood-pressure reducing drugs which made her ill (headaches, nausea etc.). I asked her
what had changed since the problems began. She explained that she had started eating a
packet of crisps every dialysis day (three times a week). I told her that this is what likely
caused the spike and she should stop eating them.
Processed table salt is highly dangerous because it contains aluminium as a flowing agent
and also silica, which cuts the walls of blood vessels. Good quality sea salt (Celtic or
Himalayan) is good for you.
Bottled oils are bad for you; including olive oil. This is because the contact with air causes
it to go rancid. The oxidation increases when you heat the oil up in cooking and this causes
inflammation in the body. Inflammation is one of the key causes of disease. It is safer to
cook with butter, rendered animal fats or coconut oil.

113

GMO staples are engineered to withstand high doses of herbicides and pesticides, such as Glysophate.
Some are genetically engineered with Glysophate.
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All soda drinks (fizzy drinks) are bad for you. Most fruit juices are also bad, being made
from concentrate and not real fruit. For example, most orange juices look orange because
carrots are added for colour. No oranges are present.
Polyunsaturated fat oxidises more easily than other fats, especially in excessive light and
heat which turns it into harmful compounds, such as in the process of making a spread. So
the claimed benefits of modern spreads is a lie as was the demonisation of butter. Butter is
good for you; processed spreads are bad for you. Vegetable oils are already prone to
oxidation before any processing.
Hydrogenated fat is formed when an unsaturated oil is bombarded with high pressure
hydrogen. This is how vegetable oil is turned into solid margarine. The economic
advantage is that these have a longer shelf life and they are cheap to produce.
Hydrogenated fats are found in foods and especially in processed food, such as biscuits,
peanut butter, crackers etc. Hydrogenated fat also contains trans-fatty acids. Thus one
should avoid all food that is hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated as well as deep-fried
food.
We could continue. What is necessary is eating good quality, organic, local food in season
and avoiding processed foods and items that have travelled long distances across the world
to give you out of season products. Have a balanced diet of varied, good quality, food items
that are cooked simply including raw food where possible.
People that eat processed food all the time and do not choose wisely will certainly develop
medical problems. Many of the modern illnesses, including cancer, arise from the toxic
food that people eat. It is impossible to know the number of people that die from eating
toxic food but the number is high. For example, if you eat crisps every day your chances of
developing cancer are huge.
Before the onset of modern life and eating processed food people did not develop cancer.
Cancer was virtually unknown in the 1800s; it was a very rare disease. Now one in two
people will get cancer. Many deaths from poor health derive from eating bad food.
Resources
 Paul Fahy, The Toxic Warfare.
 Videos by Clive de Carle.
 Videos by Dr Sten Ekberg.
 Videos by Dr Eric Berg.
 Videos by Dr Sam Bailey.
 Papers by Dr Joseph Mercola.
 Joel Wallach, book and audiotape: Dead doctors don’t lie.
 John Yudkin, book: Pure, White and Deadly. [Sugar.]
 Robert Lustig, video: Sugar: the bitter truth.
 True Health Initiative, paper: ‘Ancel Keys and the Seven Countries Study: an evidencebased response to revisionist histories’ (2017).
 Weston A Price, book: Nutrition and Physical Degeneration.
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Water scarcity and contamination
One problem is that when the energy crisis results in long periods of blackouts there will be
no running water, which is pumped from reservoirs and aquifers using electricity. This has
not yet been sufficiently considered. However, there is another problem.
Due to a combination of scarcity and pollution, there is a global shortage of water. This is
combined with the fact that the water infrastructure, even in the US and UK, is in dire need
of updating, repair and replacement. Since the UK water supply is in the hands of foreign
investment companies, there has been a lack of infrastructure investment in favour of
dividends to shareholders. Billions are frittered away while millions of gallons leak every
day.
Then there is the problem of contamination. Watercourses are being poisoned by
agricultural bio-sludge, fracking, fertilisers, herbicides, pesticides, chemical pollutants,
micro-plastics and other toxins.
In America, E.coli contamination was found in Baltimore. Toxic arsenic levels were
discovered in New York and Jackson (Mississippi). 180,000 people were recently left
without water. Michigan, not long ago, had a serious problem with lead contamination.
Britain also has had a series of contamination effects because the purification system is so
poor. Contamination issues include: arsenic, fluoride, drugs, pesticides, polyfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS), cryptosporidium, sewage waste, and micro-plastics.
NASA has mapped groundwater storage aquifers and 21 have already exceeded their
sustainability tipping points. Areas used to having water security are going to lose their
water.
Britain has no water grid system, despite calls for this in the 1950s. Some areas that derive
their water from areas of high rainfall in Wales (such as Birmingham and Manchester from
places such as the Elan Valley reservoir) have more water than they need but other areas,
such as the South, are close to the edge and rely on consistent rainfall.
In the future water scarcity is going to lead to deaths.
Resources
 Paul Fahy, paper: The Iniquity of Water Privatisation.
 The Guardian, Rachel Salvidge, ‘UK flying blind on levels of toxic chemicals in tap
water’, 25 March 2021.
 NRDC, Fact Sheet, ‘Toxic drinking water: the PFAS contamination crisis’, PDF.
 Mail Online, Health, Mia de Graaf, ‘Deadly toxic chemicals found in drinking water for
at least 6 million Americans’, 9 August 2016.
 Film ‘Dark Waters’, starring Mark Ruffalo. The legal case against DuPont after the
contamination of a town with unregulated chemicals.
 Film ‘Erin Brockovich’, starring Julia Roberts. The legal case against Pacific Gas and
Electric for poisoning residents in 1993.
 CDC, Public Health Matters Blog, ‘Danger in the water: when algae becomes toxic’, 22
June 2016.
 Save the Water, ‘The toxic effects of chlorine as a drinking water disinfectant’, 21
December 2020.
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5G and EMF radiation: death from invisible causes
Select glossary
 5G: fifth generation telecommunications technology.
 EMF: electromagnetic frequency (some define it as ‘electromagnetic field’).
 EMR: electromagnetic radiation.
 FCC: US Federal Communications Commission.
 LAN: local area network.
 mV: millivolts.
 RF: radio frequency.
 Zigbee: a commercial product designed as a personal area network. A protocol used to
link Smart devices.
Introduction
The planet and all life-forms operate with a constant electrical frequency, 7.83Hz (the
Schumann Resonance). Birds and sea creatures use this to navigate the Earth. Thus human
beings are electrical creatures. The human brain operates at frequencies between 0-100Hz
while the heart functions at 2Hz; so the body’s electrical system operates at very low levels
of power and is delicate. Nerve impulses are waves of electrical signals while every person
has his own electrical and magnetic fields.
Our brains are so sensitive that brain wave changes have been observed from radio and
microwave transmissions as low as one billionth of a microwatt. A human brain generates
magnetic fields of about 0.0000001G (a fridge magnet has a magnetic field of c.50G).
Human cells operate between 20-25 millivolts (slightly higher if the cell is being
repaired).114
In short, our body is electro-magnetic and very sensitive to outside more powerful
electromagnetic forces.
There is a physical effect from non-ionising radiation of all sorts;115 it is a silent and hidden
danger. This comprises electromagnetic frequency (EMF) radiation to microwaves and
beyond. All electromagnetic radiation (EMR) causes bodily changes depending on how
intense the frequency (cycles measured in Hertz)116 is, how close to the body the source is
and for how long the exposure is.
Sources include: baby alarms, radios, televisions, computers, mobile phones (cell phones),
wi-fi appliances, Blue-tooth, police radios and so forth. There are several generations of
cell phones, each becoming a bigger source of radiation. Most current British mobiles work
on a fourth generation network (4G) but the more powerful (and more dangerous) 5G is
slowly becoming operational.
Firstenberg117 alleges that every major innovation using EMF radiation is met with a
corresponding biological deterioration, including insect death, tree death, mass human
sickness and human death. Such events include: the initial development of radio
communications, the initiation of radar, the establishment of television broadcasting,
mobile ‘phones and so on.
114

Thanks to Capt. JG Flynn.
radiation is even more harmful, including X-rays.
116 One Hertz is one cycle per second.
117 Arthur Firstenberg, (book) The Invisible Rainbow: a history of electricity and life.
115 Ionising
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5G
Background
 Microwaves (EMF radiation) at certain frequencies are dangerous to all life forms.
 5G uses microwave technology at dangerous frequencies.
 5G is in the non-ionising electromagnetic spectrum, typically between 30 to over 60
GHz:
Non-Ionising
Ionising
Non-thermal radiation
Thermal radiation
50Hz-1MHz
1MHz-1GHz
1GHz-30GHz
30GHz-3PHz
300PHz-30EHz
EMF sources
RF spectrum Microwaves
Infra-red to Ultraviolet X-ray, gamma
Microwave ovens, The sun, 5G cell phones
ELF, VLF. LF,
(radio)
ray
satellite
dishes,
118
119
MF.
HF, VHF.
Radios, televisions

Radios, telecom
masts, cell
phones

cell phone masts,
5G cell phones

Non-thermal radiation
All is dangerous for human health

50-60Hz electricity
Flowing current emits electric and magnetic
fields.
Examples: overhead power lines, electrical
substations, Smart Meters, household
electricity, electrical appliances, electric
vehicles.




Radio / microwave radiation
Wireless radio devices which produce pulsed, nonthermal Electromagnetic radiation.
Examples: cell phones, cordless phones, cell
phone masts, Smart Meters, AM and FM radio, TV
broadcast towers, CB radio, radar, microwave
ovens, computers, baby monitors,`Wi-Fi, motion
detectors, TETRA networks etc.

Non-ionising radiation is very powerful; it is used in lasers to cut through steel.
400,000 5G masts have been erected all over Britain during the lockdowns without any
debate or Parliamentary discussion. No one was consented on this. They are in almost
every school and hospital. In a small shopping area in Shoreham by Sea you can find
four 5G masts close together.

Health hazards
 The dangers of EMF radiation have long been known by governments. The first health
effects caused by microwaves were identified in August 1932 showing symptoms/signs
of severe fatigue, insomnia, headaches, and depressed immune system.120
 Microwaves cause sterility in young girls by damaging the zygote.121
 Where 5G has been tested in Britain (such as Gateshead) it caused medical issues that
included: Covid symptoms, headaches, migraines, tinnitus, nausea, nosebleeds,
menstrual problems, dizziness, fainting, and sleeplessness. In Belgium one test killed
every flying bird in the area. During the Cold War military scientists were familiar with
118

ELF: Extremely Low Frequency (3-30 Hz); SLF: Super low frequency (30-300 Hz); ULF: Ultra low
frequency (300-3,000 Hz); VLF: Very Low Frequency (3-30 KHz); LF: Low Frequency (30-300 KHz); MF:
Medium frequency (300-3,000 KH).
119 HF: High frequency (3-30 MH); VHF: Very High frequency (30-300 MHz).
120 International Research Centre of healthy Ecological Technology, K Hecht, et. al., ‘Overloading of towns
and cities with radio transmitters (cellular Transmitter): a hazard for the human health and a disturbance of
eco-ethics’, 2007.
121 The fusion of a male gamete (sex cell) with a female gamete forms a zygote, which subsequently develops
into a new organism.
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dead birds surrounding communication bases, which were cooked by microwaves.
[Microwaves are preferred for communication due to their better penetration
properties than radio waves and ability to carry more data]
At lower power levels 5G frequencies vibrate the water in the body’s cells causing them
to heat up. This causes inflammation and disease. This is why the area around all 5G
masts is dead; grass, leaves, tree bark, insects; all die. This can also be seen around
Smart meters. Many people with Smart meters have developed associated illnesses.
60Ghz frequencies have an impact on oxygen in all living cells.122
60GHz transmissions stop oxygen from binding to haemoglobin properly.123 A severe
lack of oxygen in the blood will cause a person to suddenly collapse.
The UN and other Telecom regulators suggest that a maximum of six minutes exposure
to EMF radiation, such as from mobile ‘phones, is safe. This is written in the small print
on mobile ‘phone instructions. Virtually no one knows this or considers it. Young
people spend hours on the ‘phone every day. Yet the six minutes only regards heat; it
does not respect other dangers such as radiation causing toxicity that crosses the bloodbrain barrier causing gliomas.124
Mobile ‘phones used at low battery capacity (two bars or below) have vastly increased
radiation properties, up to 10,000 times more radiation.125
Microwaves can cause cataracts and raise the risk of cancer, research suggests.126

A scientific examination by Dr Robert Young of blood samples from patients subjected to
eight hours of workplace EMF showed the following:
 Cellular disorganisation of blood and clotting dysfunction.
 Negative changes in blood.
 Health challenges in the chest cavity.
Militarisation
 5G is 1,000 times more powerful than 4G and was originally developed by the military
as an energy weapon. It has the power to kill.
 Microwave technology has been tested by the military since the late 1950s and is used
as weapon technology. 5G is potentially a microwave weapon. The military used
microwave weapons in the past for crowd control and dissipating protests, such as on
the Greenham Common women protests or in the Northern Ireland troubles. At high
power levels, microwaves can kill people from a distance by heating them from the
inside out (just like a microwave cooker). There have been cases where this has been
tested. One example is a man dying in the Middle East where smoke erupted from all
his orifices and he burned up from the inside. (I have seen the video of this.)
Recognition of danger
 Various countries have already banned mobile ‘phones and Ipads from the
classroom.127
 Prof Anthony Miller of Toronto University says that wi-fi could be as dangerous as
tobacco or asbestos.
122

Harmonix Corporation, Shigeaki Hakusai, ‘Fixed wireless communications at 6oGHz unique oxygen
absorption properties’, 10 April 2001.
123 Vladimir N Binhi, ‘Magnetobiology: underlying physical problems’.
124 A malignant tumour of the glial tissue of the nervous system.
125 WTHR, ’13 investigates poor cell phone reception could increase your radiation exposure 10,000x’.
126 The Sun, ‘Microwaves can cause cataracts and raise the risk of cancer, research suggests’, 18 August 2916.
127 Daily Mail, ‘As more countries ban Ipads and mobile phones from the classroom, could wifi be giving our
children cancer?’, 21 June 2018.
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Insurance companies do not insure for electromagnetic fields. Electromagnetic fields
are considered as pollutants.
Cell phone wireless companies have warned shareholders about future financial risks
from electromagnetic radiation.128

Eugenic issues
 Research has shown that the largest clusters of the most powerful 5G masts are
occurring in areas of high Muslim population, high Black population and high level of
very poor people. This is entirely in accordance with the published eugenicist beliefs of
the Elite cabal.129
Health problems identified in scientific papers
Regarding RF and EMF, only AM radio is safe to humans. All other wireless devices emit
pulsed, non-thermal RF/EMF which is well-known to be more hazardous than non-pulsed
EMF radiation.





























128

Oxidative stress. [Causes cell dysfunction and damage.]
Oxygen depletion.
Cardiac problems.
Damage to all the major organs.
Damage to the lymphatic system.
Damage to blood vessels.
Lowering of haemoglobin.
Damage to the nervous system.
Changes to adrenal glands.
Damage to the bone marrow.
Changes to enzymes.
A reduction in the content of nucleic acids.
Changes to the metabolism.
Impaired insulin secretion (Diabetes).
Kidney deficiency.
Hyperglycaemia.
Cancer.
Anxiety.
Autism.
Alzheimer’s.
Parkinson’s disease.
Hearing problems.
Damage to embryos.
Demyelination of nerve cells.
Changes to cell membranes.
Inhibition of cell cycle progression. Changes to levels of enzymes and proteins in the
brain.
Double-strand breaks in DNA.
Effect on reproduction.
Changes to the sensitivity of the skin.

Carrier Management, ‘Beware of all the added risks that 5G mobile networks will bring: Swiss Re’, 22 May
2019.
129 See my many papers explaining this, such as Depths of Deception, Handbook to the global conspiracy etc.
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Brain damage.
Pituitary gland damage.
Change to heart rate.
Changes to immune function.
Degranulation of mast cells in the skin.

Cancers linked to EMR
 Leukaemia.
 Breast cancer.
 Brain cancer.
 Thyroid cancer.
 Pancreatic cancer.
 Liver cancer.
 Testicular cancer.
 Colon cancer.
Barrie Trower quotes a published scientific report that concludes that 5G will kill 2 billion
people in the next few years.130 Trower did his own analysis of the data and found that this
figure was low; more than 2 billion will die according to this expert. 131
Clare Edwards, a former UN employee, has brought up the dangers of 5G and Wi-Fi
technology with the UN Secretary General at a broadcasted meeting. She gives an excellent
summary of the problems caused to UN staff members by Wi-Fi being installed in offices.
Many were made sick.
There are thousands of scientific papers concluding that microwaves, and 5G in particular,
will cause medical harm and even death; Trower alone has 2,000 papers in his possession.
Some of these scientists conclude that billions will die. Meanwhile, Telecom industries are
working on 6G development. Researchers affirm that there have been over 12,500
published papers on the effects of EMF radiation since the 1930s.
The connection between 5G and Covid
In 2020 multiple people alleged that severe Covid symptoms were closely correlated to
areas where 5G was rolled out. These included Wuhan, Belgium, Lombardy and New York;
all Covid hotspots. 5G masts were also erected on most NHS hospitals, which were also
centres of nosocomial Covid infection.
These people were widely denigrated and ridiculed but subsequent scientific papers began
to emerge proving that 5G caused Covid symptoms (hypoxia, headaches, multi-organ
hypercoagulation, fever, fatigue, and death).
Autopsies of claimed Covid corpses have discovered what was officially termed radiation
poisoning.
Parallel etiologies132 can be drawn between SARS-Cov-2 infection and radiation
injuries. … Both conditions initiate a cytokine storm, with similar pro-inflammatory
molecules increased.133
130

Capt. JG Flynn, books, Hidden Dangers. Hidden Dangers (5G).
Interview with Claire Edwards.
132 Eng. ‘aetiology’, the cause, set of causes, or manner of causation of a disease or condition.
133 Radiation Research, Carmen I Rios et. al., ‘Commonalties between Covid-19 and radiation injury’, 1
January 2021.
131
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Even the NIH134 in America has formally admitted that there is a connection between 5G
and Covid.135
The virus that caused the Covid-19 pandemic, surfaced in Wuhan, China shortly after
the implementation of city-wide (fifth generation [5G of wireless communications
radiation [WCR]) and rapidly spread globally, initially demonstrating a statistical
correlation to international communities with recently established 5G networks.

There is now no doubt that 5G causes Covid-like symptoms, but few are suggesting that the
Covid crisis was just 5G phenomena. The point is that if the world panicked because of
Covid, then why is it ignoring the effects of 5G, which are the same?
We should add that there are those who suggest that all Covid symptoms are caused by 5G
and the ‘pandemic’ was a distraction to avoid the conclusion that 5G is extremely
dangerous to humans. The virus (in this scenario) is actually exosomes being expressed by
cells removing toxins caused by radiation.136
Papers and presentations
 Research, Milena Foerster et. al., ‘A prospective cohort study of adolescents’ memory
performance and individual brain dose of microwave radiation from wireless
communication’.
 Journal of Microscopy and Ultrastructure, ‘Why children absorb more microwave
radiation than adults: the consequences’, Volume 2, Issue 4, December 2014.
 Prof Sultan Ayoub Meo, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public
Health, New study links cell phone tower radiation to diabetes and many health
hazards, 27 December 2015.
 European Parliament, Briefing, Effects of 5G wireless communication on human
health.
 International Journal of Hygiene and Environmental Health, Agostino Di Ciaula,
Towards 5G communication systems: are there health implications?’. Volume 221,
Issue 3, April 2018.
 Electromagnetic Biology and medicine, Igor Yakymenko, et. al. ‘Oxidative mechanisms
of biological activity of low-intensity radiofrequency radiation, 2016, Vol35 (2), p186202.
 International Journal of Radiation Biology, Ali Masouri, et. al., ‘Radiofrequency
radiation emitted from Wi-Fi (2.4 GHz) causes impaired insulin secretion and
increased oxidative stress in rat pancreatic islets’, Volume 94, 2018 – Issue 9.
 Stral sakerhets myndigheten, ‘2019:08 recent research on EMF and health risk,
thirteenth report from SSM’s scientific council on Electromagnetic field, 2018’ (2019).
Swedish paper.
 WHO, International Agency for Research on Cancer, ‘IARC classifies radiofrequency
electromagnetic fields as possibly carcinogenic to humans’, 31 May 2011.
134

National Institutes of Health. An agency of the US Health and Human Services, the federal focal point of
health and medical research.
135 Journal of Clinical and Translational Research, Beverley Rubik and Robert R Brown, ‘Evidence for a
connection between coronavirus disease-19 and exposure to radiofrequency radiation from wireless
communications including 5G’, 26 October 2021.
136 This relates to the growing importance of Bechamp’s terrain theory’ as opposed to Pasteur’s ‘germ theory’.
I.e. viruses are not external pathogens causing disease by invasion but internal structures used to expel
toxins from cells. See Torsten Engelbrecht et. al., ‘Virus Mania: How the medical industry continually invents
epidemics, making billion-dollar profits at our expense’. See Ethel D Hume, ‘Bechamp or Pasteur: a lost
chapter in the history of biology’.
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RF Globalnet, Shigeaki Hakusui, ‘Fixed wireless communications at 60GHz unique
oxygen absorption properties’, 10 April 2001.
J Mar Sci Eng, Pecoraro et. al., ‘Biological effects of non-ionising electromagnetic fields
at 27GHz on sperm quality of Myilius galloprovincialis’, 10 (4): 521. (2022).
Environ Sci Technol Lett, Dasgupta et. al., ‘Transcriptomic and long-term behavioural
deficits associated with developmental 3,5GHz radiofrequency radiation exposures in
Zebrafish, 9 (4):3217-332. (2022).
Environ Pollut, Wang et. al., ‘3,5GHz radiofrequency electromagnetic radiation
promotes the development of drosophila melan0gaster’, 294:118646 (2022).
Bioelectromganetics, Yang et. al., ‘Effects of acute exposure to 3500MHz (5G)
radiofrequency electromagnetic radiation on anxiety-like behaviour and the auditory
cortex in Guinea Pigs’, 43 (2):106-118 (2022).
Envrion Pollut, Wang et. al., ‘Simulated mobile communication frequencies (3,5GHz)
emitted by a signal generator affects the sleep of Drosophila melanogaster, 283:117087
(2021).
Int Journ Mol Sci, Kim et. al., ‘Effects of electromagnetic waves with LTE and 5G
bandwidth on the skin pigmentation in vitro’, 22 (1):E170 (2020).
IEEE Access, Tasneem Sofi et. al., ‘Health effects of 5G base station exposure: a
systematic review’, 25 April 2022.
World Journal of Clinical Oncology, Lennart Hardell, ‘Health council of the
Netherlands and evaluation of the fifth generation, 5G, for wireless communication and
cancer risks’, June 24, 2021; 12(6): 393-403.
BMJ, Epidemiology and Community Health, John William Frank, ‘Electromagnetic
fields, 5G and health: what about the precautionary principle?’, Volume 75, Issue 6.
IEEE Consumer Electronics Magazine, Seungmo Kim et. al., ‘Human electromagnetic
field exposure in 5G at 28GHz’, 9(6): 41-48, 1 Nov 2020.
ACNEM Journal, Priyanka Bandara et. al., ‘5G wireless deployment and health risks:
time for a medical discussion in Australia and New Zealand’, 39(1) July 2020.
IEEE Microwave Magazine, James C Lin, ‘5G communication technology and
coronavirus disease’, 21(9):16-19, Sept 2020.
Toxicology Letters, Kostoff RN et. al., ‘Adverse health effects of 5G mobile networking
technology under real-life conditions’, 323(1);36-40, May 2020.
Int J Environ Res Public Health, Simko M et. al., ‘5G wireless communication and
health effects - A pragmatic review based on available studies regarding 6-10 GHz’,
2019 Sept 13; 16(18), piii:E3406.
Pall M, ‘Eight repeatedly documented findings each show that EMF safety guidelines do
not predict biological effects and are, therefore, fraudulent: the consequences for both
microwave frequency exposures and also 5G’, Second Edition, 23 May 2019.
Environmental health Trust, ‘5G and small cell environmental effects: birds, bees, trees
and climate’, 4 August 2021.

Smart Meters
These were installed before the advent of 5G transmissions; however, they still have the
power to do harm via EMF radiation. Again, plants in the vicinity of a Smart meter all die
and grass goes yellow. People sleeping near the meter develop: insomnia, headaches, heart
palpitations, breathing difficulties, nosebleeds, tinnitus and worse.
Facts
 Each Smart meter contains two transmitters.
 LAN transmitters emit pulsed non-thermal microwave radiation in all directions within
a 3km radius. I.e. it affects everyone in a house.
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ZigBee transmitters control the various other Smart appliances in the home. Each of
these has its own microwave radio circuit which emits pulsed non-thermal EMF
radiation periodically.
Switched mode power supplies convert 220v AC to low voltage DC which constantly
causes spikes of EMF.
When one considers the number of pulsed radiation emitters in a given community,
which includes a ZigBee collector meter, the amount of radiation is staggering. A group
of 500 homes in a ‘meshed-grid community’ will have 8,503 microwave radio circuits.
The resultant radiation effects cause the significant harms noted in thousands of
published papers.
Two frequencies used by Smart meters (0.95GHz and 2.45GHz) were lethal to rats,
killing them within minutes.
A Smart meter’s LAN frequency is more dangerous than a microwave oven.
Whole-body radiation from a Smart meter equates to 45-450 times the radiation from a
cell phone (depending on the distance away).137 A Smart meter’s peak power is 2.5
watts, which is ten times more powerful than a cell phone.

Devices
It is noteworthy that Bill Gates and Steve Jobs stopped their children using computers for
more than four hours. They knew there was a problem. Even exposure to a mobile ‘phone
for two minutes causes brain damage to kids under five that takes 12 hours to repair.
Imagine what hours every day does?
Studies have shown that repeated use of a mobile ‘phone held close to the head causes
gliomas (cancers) in the brain. One American woman kept her cellphone in her shirt
pocket. She developed breast cancer and the tumour assumed the oblong shape of the
‘phone.138
People forced to work in front of a computer for hours everyday find that they develop
headaches and nerve issues. This is due to the constant barrage of EMF radiation.
EMF radiation is dangerous.
Radar
I.e. ‘radio detection and ranging’. This is a device for remotely determining the direction,
range, or presence of objects using centimetric radio waves. It is used in air-traffic control,
for navigation by ships, aircraft, and missiles. It provides a means of detecting objects over
quite long distances or when visibility is poor.
The principle of radar was first discovered in 1904 by the Austrian Karl Hülsmeier. In 1935 R. M. Page in the
USA constructed a radar device that was used to determine the positions of aircraft. A comprehensive radar
system, then called radio direction finding (RDF), was developed independently in the UK from 1935 by
Watson-Watt and others. The invention in 1939 of the magnetron, a thermionic valve capable of producing
pulsed radio waves of very high (microwave) frequencies, made radar a practical proposition, and it played a
decisive role in World War II. From 1945 radar became commercially available. Radar measures the distance
of an object from a radar transmitter by timing the interval between the transmission of a pulse of radio waves
and the reception of the echo of the pulse from the object. The distance can be calculated from the time
interval because the speed of the radio waves (the speed of light) is known. [Oxford World
Encyclopaedia.]
137
138

Mapawatt.com/2012/02/12/are-smart-meters-safe/
Mercola.com
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Military observers and analysts found that scores of dead birds were found near the base of
radar transmitters. They had literally been cooked. It was then understood that radar was
dangerous to life forms.
In conjunction with the utilisation of radar, which is powerful pulses of radio waves, there
was a host of medical issues appearing that appear to be associated; however, these were
classified as a flu epidemic as a distraction. Many people claim that radar is the cause of
much human suffering and death, especially in those close to transmitters.
Infrared thermometers
See earlier section.
Satellites
There are now thousands of man-made satellites orbiting the Earth. Hundreds have
recently gone up, such as Elon Musk’s Starlink satellites.
Most of these are designed to irradiate the whole Earth with 5G, higher microwave
frequencies using high-powered, phased-array antennas.
None of these have been tested for human or life-form safety by independent scientists
with no agendas.
Cell phone towers / masts
This includes all radio frequency uses: police tetra masts, cell phone masts, 5G masts,
television masts, amateur radio masts and so on.
Some people are living proof that masts affect humans. My mother was electro-sensitive,
resulting from trigeminal neuralgia, and she suffered intense pain when walking past a
local Tetra mast. As a result she always walked the long way round to avoid the local police
telecom tower.
As long ago as 1956 it was known that television masts caused cancer. In Australia, when
TV masts were introduced in 1956, researchers documented an increase of cancer in people
who lived near the towers.139 In the 70s studies from Germany, Austria, Israel and USA
showed that proximity to a mast increased the risk of cancer. 140 In 1988 it was confirmed
that San Francisco’s Sutro Tower caused cancer. In 1995 President Bill Clinton forbade the
erection of transmitter towers in schools. Perversely, the next year he signed legislation
stopping states blocking them. Today almost every UK school has a 5G mast.
Even pre-5G telecomm masts caused serious medical issues to those nearby. Masts on top
of tower blocks in London have caused cancer clusters in the upper floors. In one case this
was proved in court and the mast had to be removed. Another example is that people living
in five of the seven homes surrounding Forest House, Carnarvon Road, South Woodford,
which has 16 masts on its roof, have contracted cancer. This has not stopped developers
putting masts up in every school, hospital and public areas, sometimes camouflaged as
other things.
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A five-storey apartment building with 110 residents in Staple Hill, Bristol had seven cases
of cancer, three of which resulted in death. Five of the victims lived on the top floor. In
2007, after a five-year legal battle, Orange removed its tower but Vodaphone refused. 141
In 2007 in Spain a judge approved resident’s requests for the removal of a tower on a block
at Calle Ingeniero de la Torre Acosta, Malaga, after 30 cases of cancer developed.
Seven people in the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Australia,
developed brain tumours two floors underneath transmitting antennas. Around the world
there are clusters of cancer in people living near cell phone towers.
2007 studies have shown high rates of cancer, brain haemorrhages and hypertension
within 400 yards of a tower. One study in Warwickshire showed a cluster of 31 cancers on
a single street. Another showed that a quarter of the 30 staff at a school near a mast
developed tumours since 2000.
An Austrian study authored by Dr Gerd Oberfield showed a 23-fold increase in breast
cancer and a 121-fold increase in brain tumours for those who lived within 200 meters of a
cell tower for five years.
In 2008 three people died of brain tumours at San Diego State University; they worked
underneath a cell tower. 43 cases of cancer appeared among 350 residents in Spain in
2009 who lived close to a relay antenna
A Tetra mast was erected in a UK village 210 feet (75m) from a school. One morning in
2004 it was switched on. Immediately 11 children in various classrooms developed
nosebleeds and nausea; one child collapsed and was hospitalised.142
In 2006 Greece prohibited cell phone towers within 500 meters of schools. 143 In 2007
Taiwan removed 1,700 cell towers over concerns about cancers. Also in 2007 Israel banned
new cell phone towers from residences and balconies; existing towers must now seek
regular approval.
All radio masts are dangerous. Multiple studies have proved that they cause many physical
harms. These include:
 Genetic mutations.
 Memory loss.
 ADD.
 Insomnia.
 Brain disorders.
 Hormonal imbalances.
 Infertility.
 Dementia.
 Cardiac issues.
The Freiburger Appeal, signed by over 3,000 doctors, warned that radiation from cell
phones and towers were causing serious health impacts including heart attacks and
strokes.
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A ten-year study concluded that the risk of cancer was elevated three times for those living
in the 400-meter proximity of a tower.144
The towers harm and kill birds. Studies have documented nest abandonment, plumage
deterioration, locomotion problems, and death.145 Observers have watched birds fall dead
out of the sky or push their heads under water during testing of 5G masts. They were
cooked from the inside.
The International Conference on Cell Tower Siting produced a report ‘The Salzburg
Resolution on Mobile Telecommunications Base Stations’ preventing any mast from
emanating any more than 1mW/m2 which is 10,000 times more strict than the current US
standards.
Energy weapons
Governments have been working on and testing microwave energy weapons for decades. In
1993 during the Waco incident146 (which killed 73 men, women and children attacked by
tanks and troops) the compound was also bombarded by 20 GHz microwave transmissions
to inflict nerve damage. This included attacking children and babies! The establishment is
not benevolent and cares nothing about you!
Some notable historic events:
 1901: Marconi erected two radio stations on the Isle of Wight. By 1904 two more are
added. Bees started dying off. By 1906 90% of the honeybees had vanished.
Replacement swarms die within a week, apparently of some kind of extreme fatigue. In
the coming years similar bee die-offs occurred wherever radio stations were erected.
 1917: With the entry of the US into the war, there was a vast increase in radio
communications. Again there was a great bee die-off.
 1932: The effects of non-ionising electromagnetic radiation (EMR, including
microwaves) is understood by the British military and is actively researched.
 1939 onwards: the establishment of radar stations caused the death of flocks of birds in
the vicinity.
 1976: US Ambassador Walt Stoessel tells his Moscow staff that Soviet microwaves cause
behavioural problems as well as leukaemia, cancer and cataracts.
 1980: Scientists at Los Alamos National Labs claim that weapons exist that can operate
on the power of the human mind and can kill.
 1990: HAARP project begins.
 1991: NATO is testing EMR non-lethal weapons systems.
 1981-1990: American military uses EMR on the female protestors against the
deployment of US cruise missiles at Greenham Common (the site of a US airbase near
Newbury).
 1992: Los Angeles riots occur simultaneously with mind control projects and frequency
wave manipulations, using cell phone frequencies and transmissions from nearby ship
aerials.
 1993: 20 GHz microwave transmissions used to injure the occupants at the Waco
religious compound.
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145 Balmori (2005), Ballmori and Hallberg (2007), Everaert and Bauwens (2007).
146 This was the US federal attack, a 51-day armed siege that included military assault vehicles, on a religious
family community (the Branch Davidians) outside Waco, central Texas that was led by David Koresh. 72
men, women and children of the Branch Davidian religious sect were killed.
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This technology is able to do the following:
 Disorientate people.
 Cause various medical symptoms including: nausea, headaches, dizziness, heart
attacks, strokes, and general incapacity.
 At high power levels it can kill people by burning them up from the inside out.
 Induce earthquakes.
 Induce landslides.
 Create sinkholes.
 Create snow avalanches.
 Cause volcanoes to erupt.
 Control weather systems, such as direct and intensify hurricanes.
Delivery systems include:
 Helicopters.
 Aircraft.
 Satellites.
 Land-based vehicles.
 Land and sea-based arrays.
Now this all sounds like science fiction but multiple people have explained the facts about
this: whistleblowers, researchers, scientists, and high-level clearance people opting out of
the system.
There are some papers on this; for example:
 EJGE (Electronic Journal of Geotechnical Engineering), Faculty of engineering, Dept of
Geotechnical Engineering, University of Ottawa, ON Canada, ‘Super weapons (energy
weapons) for inducing earthquakes, landslides, sinkhole, snow avalanche and erupting
volcanoes’, Vol. 23.03 (2018), pp. 649-660, Bund, 18.. Note:
Military and intelligence services use different type of energy weapons. Application of
these energy weapons falls in wide range including, synthetic telepathy, modifying
military personnel mode and behaviour in their or enemy troops. The behaviour change
could be inducing fear and anxiety in enemy troops … and can be used for triggering
earthquakes, erupting volcanoes, triggering landslide, and sinkhole or snow
avalanches. … and finally collapse concrete building.
HAARP is used for weather modification like creating storms and hurricanes.
Hurricane Katrina and severe storms in Florida and Texas were due to weather
manipulation.

It seems that, for example, the manipulation of avalanches and earthquakes is due to
affecting the resonance frequency of minerals like quartz and calcite by electromagnetic
frequencies. Another factor is altering the Earth’s magnetosphere. There are multiple
claims, given with hard evidence, that the Elite have manipulated a number of ‘natural
disasters’, such as the 2010 Haiti earthquake which caused 300,000 casualties. Dane
Wigginton has given evidence that the recent hurricane ‘Ian’ was caused by geoengineering (weather modification).147 Dr Michio Kaku explained that the US is firing
trillion watt lasers into the sky.148 The CIA have admitted that various nations are using
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weather modification as a weapon.149 America used weather modification as far back as the
Vietnam War in Operation Popeye.
In the US a key factor is the HAARP150 facility in Alaska. This is a high-power, highfrequency transmitter originally utilised for investigation of the ionosphere. Also note the
HAARP sea-based X-Band radar (SBX) system. There are allegations that this is being
used in geo-engineering. DARPA151 is the covering government agency for controlling and
developing such technology.
Other resources
 EJGE, Morteza Sheshpari, ‘Magnetosphere anomaly, hexagonal crystal resonance and
created consequences for triggering earthquakes’, 2016 (21.11), pp. 4301-4304.
 EJGE, Morteza Sheshpari, ‘Seismo-magnetic precursors seen from space in
magnetosphere anomaly for prediction of earthquakes’, 2017 (22.12), pp. 4551-4557.
Basic facts on cell phones summarised
 When introduced, cell phones were never safety tested for humans.
 Cell phones are a clear and present danger to human health.
 The danger is greater to young children (with developing faculties) than adults. A
child’s head absorbs five times the radiation that an adult would absorb.
 Latency for cancer development from a cell phone can be up to 30 years.
 Brain cancers increased 50% in the ten years up to 2009.
 Using a cell phone inside a car increases the radiation exposure.
 Experts have declared that EMF radiation exposure needs to be decreased up to six
million times.152
 Telecomm manufacturers warn, in the terms & conditions, that cell phones must be
kept away from the body (typically about an inch, 25mm). The (US) FCC stated that the
safe distance should be 20cm (nearly 8 inches).
 Using a cell phone for 30 minutes a day increases your risk of brain tumours by 40%.153
 The major insurance companies refuse to insure mobile phone manufacturers against
lawsuits regarding health risks.
 Electromagnetic radiation from cell phones is similar to that of X-rays.
 Multiple studies have found that repeated cell phone use causes cancer.154
 In 2012 the Italian Supreme Court ruled that there was a causal link between cell phone
use and cancer.
 There are nine types of cancer linked to cell phone use.
 Studies by Dr Lennart Hardell found that RF-EMF emissions from wireless phones are
Class 1 human carcinogens.
 Men who used a cell phone for less than 4 hours a day had a 40% reduced sperm count.
 In 2012 Russia warned pregnant women not to use cell phones.
 The level of EMF radiation from cell phones to affect the blood brain barrier is 1,000
times lower than the permitted level in cell phones.
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152 The Bioinitiative 2012 Report.
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In 2012 it was stated that using a cell phone for as little as 2 minutes a day increases the
risk of Alzheimer’s, Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s.155
Since mobile phones entered common use in the UK around 1999 brain tumours have
increased 50% and are increasing 1-2% every year in children. Between 1995-2015 GBM
[glioblastoma multiforme] brain tumours doubled.156
Multiple countries have banned cell phones in schools.
Cover-up: 75% of papers investigating EMF radiation effects by the wireless industry or
the military show no genotoxicity. 80% of independent studies showed harmful effects.
61% of medical journals surveyed published fake studies for money.157 [Cf. the tobacco
scandal.]

Quotes
There is extremely strong evidence to conclude that cell phones are a risk factor for
breast, liver, testicular and brain cancer. It is also probable that we will observe a very
wide range of other effects including cardiac, neurological and reproductive illness and
death.

Dr Neil Cherry, presentation to the Australian Sentate’s enquiry into EMR.
Papers and presentations
 US Dept. of Health and Human Services, National Toxicology Program, ‘Cell Phone
radio frequency radiation’. Found it causes cancer in rat’s hearts, brain and adrenal
glands.
 Thamir Al-Khlaiwi & Prof Sultan Ayoub Meo, International Journal of Environmental
Research and Public Health, Association of mobile phone radiation with fatigue,
headache, dizziness, tension and sleep disturbance in Saudi population’, (2004).
 International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, Prof Sultan Ayoub
Meo et. al., ‘Mobile phone related-hazards and subjective hearing and vision symptoms
in the Saudi population’, (2005).
 Dr Joel M Moskowitz (Director Centre for Family and Community Health, Univ. of
California, Berkeley), presentation at UCLA Fielding School of Public Health, 22
October 2015, ‘Wireless phone radiation risks and public health policy’. Slides available
online.
 National Library of Medicine, Hiie Hinrikus et. al., ‘Possible health effects on the
human brain by various generations of mobile telecommunications: a review based
estimation of 5G impact’, 2022;98(7):1210-1221.
 PloS One, Dasgupta et. al., ‘Impacts of high dose 3.5GHz cellphone’.
 Journal of the American Medical Association, Nore D Volkow et. al., ‘Effects of
cellphone radiofrequency signal exposure on brain glucose metabolism’, 23 February
2011.
 Pathophysiology, Lennart Hardell & Michael Carlberg, (Aug 2009). PubMed, Hardell
et. al., ‘Epidemiological evidence for an association between use of wireless phones and
tumour diseases’.
 Pathophysiology, Lennart Hardell & Michael Carlberg, ‘Mobile phone and cordless
phone use and the risk for glioma – analysis of pooled case-control studies in Sweden,
1997-2003 and 2007-2009’, (2014).
 International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, Hardell and
Carlberg, ‘Decreased survival of glioma patients with astrocytoma grade IV

155 Rfsafe.com, ‘Former Nokia

boss crippled by cell phone radiation warns public of danger’.

156 Microwavenews.com, gbms rising UK.
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(Glioblastoma multiforme) associated with long-term use of mobile and cordless
phones’, 2014, 11(10).
[BMJ] Occupational and Environmental Medicine Journal, Hardell & Carllberg, ‘Re:
mobile phone use and brain tumours in the CERENAT case-control study’, Vol 72,
Issue 1, (July 2014).

The fight back
Under government direction, local councils have erected 5G tower masts all over the
country hoping that people would not understand what was happening. But people are
learning and are fighting back.
The Brighton and Hove case forms a precedent. Brighton and Hove Council erected 5G
towers with no risk assessment for medical harms to local people. This means that they are
illegal. In Brighton this was proved and some masts have been removed after local people
complained.
If this were repeated all over the country all the masts would have to be removed. No doubt
the government would enact some kind of martial law to try to prevent this, but this would
also expose the malicious intent of government policies.
Resources
5G / microwave energy
 Bitchute, Interview with Barrie Trower (former military scientist and government
advisor) by Claire Edwards (former editor for the UN). Barrie started studying
microwaves in 1959. He has two degrees involving the effects of radiation on the body.
He has been lecturing on the dangers of microwaves since 1972. See other interviews
and speeches with Barrie on YouTube, Bitchute, Brand New Tube and other channels.
Barrie does not use a computer!
 Barrie Trower, paper: The King’s Speech’ (data supplied to the King of Botswana for a
legal case, April 2010).
 Barrie Trower: ‘Lecture at the Phoenix Theatre, Exeter’.
 Barrie Trower, paper, ‘Zygote to foetus; no hiding place’, February 2021.
 Facebook, Dr Barrie Trower – Humanity at the brink.
 Clare Edwards, video: Questions and testimony regarding WiFi and 5G to the UN
Secretary General. See Claire’s other videos and campaigns.
 Capt. JG Flynn, Hidden Dangers. [EMF radiation.] ISBN: 978 1 77539450 1 2818,
 Capt. JG Flynn, Hidden Dangers (5G). ISBN: 978 1 7753945 1 8 2019. This references
thousands of scientific papers (sadly it only gives links and not formal journal titles).
 RadiationHealthRisks.com This is a vast source of vital information.
 Dr Devra Davis, book, ‘Disconnect’.
 Mark Steele, Bitchute, various videos, speeches and presentations.
 Arthur Firstenberg, (book) The Invisible Rainbow: a history of electricity and life.
 Dr Robert Young, ‘The effects of electromagnetic frequencies (EMF) on the blood and
biological terrain’.
 Dr Robert Young, ‘All of humanity at risk – transfection of graphene and parasites
activated by 3, 4, & 5G pulsating EMF’.
 Dr Robert Young, ‘Injuries and deaths caused by reduced graphene ferric oxide
amplified by pulsating 3G, 4G and 5G EMF’.
 Dr Robert Young, ‘Independent science on the effects of EMF radiation on human
health’.
 Dr Robert Young, ‘What does corona blood look like after exposure to radiation
poisoning (EMF) from a Smart meter?’.
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Lithium batteries: death from fire
The batteries in electric vehicles (which the world is being forced to adopt within ten years)
can be lethal. Recently a cargo ship full of high-end cars caught fire and sank because the
battery in an electric car exploded.
Then there is the EMF radiation that drivers are subjected to constantly which cause
illness and cancer. When the EV is being charged the level of EMF radiation is
astronomical. People who have checked a charging vehicle with an EMF meter found that
it screamed and went off the scale. This level of EMF is certain to cause cancer.
EVs also have a tendency to burst into flame. In June 2022 a Tesla car burst into flames in
Sacramento. It had been in a crash three weeks earlier. There was no external ignition
source. 158
In September a lithium battery in a scooter killed an 8-year old girl in New York. In 2021
lithium battery fires killed three people and injured 57 in the US. In 2022 they killed 5
people and injured 73.
Also in September a Tesla battery facility in Moss Landing in Monterey County caught fire
and emitted so much toxic smoke that the fire brigade issued a shelter-in-place order,
telling people to stay inside and shut their Windows.
In September there were floods in America and in one case the water caused multiple
electric car batteries to burst into flames. Firefighters could not control the flames because
the battery charge continued to ignite the fire.
In 2013 it was battery fires that grounded the first Boeing 787 Dreamliners.
When a fire starts in an EV, the battery keeps igniting the fire making it hard to extinguish.
The above statistically makes EV batteries more dangerous than nuclear power stations.
What will happen when there are only electric cars on the road (as planned by the UK
government’s Net Zero policy by 2030)?

Multiple illegal pre-emptive conflicts, coups and strikes: death
from Western political interventions
When was the Western alliance last threatened by a foreign military power? Certainly not
in 70 years. Even then the West was not threatened by Germany into WWII; Britain and
France chose to attack Germany after the annexation of Poland (which Germany believed
was justifiable after attacks on its borders and on German citizens). You could argue that
Pearl Harbour was an attack on America but this was deliberately provoked by very harsh
economic sanctions (war by a non-military method) and a refusal to negotiate. Japan
believed it had no choice; it was deliberately provoked into war.
There has been no direct military provocation of the West, certainly since December 1941.
Why then has the West, chiefly the US and NATO, engaged in continual acts of warfare
against very many nations? We could list the following actual wars: Korea, Vietnam,
158 Thanks to

Michael Shellenberger, Substack post.
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Cambodia, Laos, Iraq, Afghanistan, Grenada and the Gulf War. In Vietnam and Cambodia
100,000 civilians were killed. To this we could add military strikes on the following
countries: Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia, Lebanon (via Israel), Libya, Yugoslavia, Syria (via
Wahabi insurgents), Iran (via Israel) and Russia (via Ukraine). America also resourced and
supported Chairman Mao’s accession (and reneged on promised support of Chiang Kaishek [the Chinese president, Jiang Jie Shi]) who went on to kill perhaps 50 million people.
All the US presidents, going back to at least Bill Clinton, have been dropping bombs and
conducting air strikes on foreign nations completely illegally. Yet no one ever complains.
Even anti-war President Trump dropped a bomb every six minutes. There was not a time
when Barak Obama (Nobel Peace Prize recipient) didn’t drop bombs every single day of his
presidential terms. Obama’s drones occasionally killed three generations of innocent
civilians at once at wedding parties. When did he say sorry?
[In reality the Deep State needs constant war to continue its profits and sustain the US
economy.]
All these conflicts have killed millions of innocent civilians. It is safe to say that America
and NATO have been the biggest military killers in the last several decades. 159 In Iraq alone
about a million and a half civilians were killed. Something like 200,000 Syrian civilians
have been killed by NATO-backed rebels and insurgents in Syria. In Ukraine the conflict
that has been extended by NATO in aggression against Russia has resulted in more than
300,000 unnecessary Ukrainian casualties.160
The munitions used in these conflicts also raise concerns they include:
 Conventional bombs.
 Various types of missiles (e.g. Tomahawk, cruise missiles etc.). These could be launched
by vehicles on land, from the sea or from the air. In densely populated areas they kill
large numbers of civilians.
 Missiles deployed by Predator drones. Again with much ‘collateral damage’.
 Rockets.
 Napalm. Liquid fire that destroys whole villages and all life in the surrounding area.
 Agent Orange. A defoliant that destroys plant life and kills people but also leads to
appalling injuries and slow death, and causing deformities in newborn children.
 Cluster bombs. Indiscriminate killing munitions.
 Depleted Uranium shells. Supposedly to go through concrete walls and military steel.
The use of these causes horrific radiation effects, especially in the foetuses of pregnant
women causing horrible deformities.
 Mines (often left behind to kill children after the conflict).
To this we must add the numerous coups and fomented rebellions that killed millions.
America has indulged in over a hundred foreign interventions of this sort as I have
explained before. These state changes killed tens of thousands of people in the process (e.g.
Indonesia, Central and South America). US meddling in Indonesia resulted in Suharto (the
US placement in Indonesia) killing half a million civilians. Resourcing Iraq to wage war
against Iran also resulted in many deaths, including though chemical weapons (gas)
supplied by the West.
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There have been massacres, such as by the executions of Pol Pot or dictators in Africa, but these are not
military operations and the scale of NATO deaths outweighs them.
160 Putin sought for peace terms from March onwards but these were terminated by pressure from the West,
such as by Boris Johnson. In Istanbul peace was nearly achieved but pressure from NATO stopped it.
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All in all, the West has been killing innocent civilians in military excursions of various
kinds that are completely illegal and unconscionable. It is responsible for the deaths of
millions of people. Not only is this death ignored by everyone, America is lauded as
Britain’s special partner.161
Resources
 Paul Fahy, ‘The Depths of Deception’.
 Paul Fahy, ‘The Chaos Strategy’.
 John Perkins, ‘The New Confessions of an economic hitman: the shocking inside story
of how America really took over the world’.
 John Pilger, ‘Web of deceit: Britain’s real role in the world’.
 Stephen Kinzer, ‘Overthrow: America’s century of regime change from Hawaii to Iraq’.
 William Blum, ‘Rogue state’.
 William Blum, ‘Killing hope: US military and CIA interventions since WWII’.
 Keith Lowe, ‘Savage continent: Europe in the aftermath of WWII’.
 Nick Kollerstrom, ‘How Britain initiated both world wars’.

World War 3: death from warfare
Analysis by Scott Ritter
The world is in a highly dangerous and potentiality terminal position right now. It is no
exaggeration to say that NATO nations could face war with Russia and China (and possibly
Iran). This is not just obvious to a sane commentator, it is the position of an expert like
Scott Ritter.162 He is a former marine, a former UN weapons inspector, a geo-political
commentator, a military analyst and sometime advisor to the US government, His
commentary on the Ukraine conflict has been accurate from the beginning, often at odds
with mainstream opinion. He says that the recent Putin speech mobilising 300,000
reservists is a game-changer.
He explains that NATO has constantly threatened Russia, has expanded to its borders, has
armed Ukraine with weapons that have targeted Russian territory, and has issued a
rhetoric to kill every Russian. Despite years of Russia trying to negotiate, and offering
multiple opportunities for peace talks on Ukraine, NATO has continued the threats. Now
Russia is taking the gloves off.
Russia had only committed 150,000 troops to Ukraine with only 60,000 of these being
frontline battle soldiers. Despite being vastly outnumbered, Russia has occupied and held
over 20% of the Ukraine, an area that comprises two thirds of its GDP. Pundits in the West
claiming that Russia is losing are laughably deluded. 163 The recent offensive by Ukraine
was a complete failure. It was allowed to gain ground as Russian troops withdrew to
defensive positions who then pummelled Ukraine with artillery, which led to losing
thousands of troops and resources (gaining some rural ground but losing so many trained
troops and tanks is a disaster, as affirmed by Sun Tzu164).
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In comparison Russia is castigated as an evil, brutal, killing regime today when it has not instigated
foreign conflicts like NATO. [Understand that modern ‘Orthodox Christian’ Russia is nothing like the pre1990 secular Marxist USSR.]
162 See Redacted, Clayton Morris interview with Scott Ritter, 22 September 2022.
163 Col Douglas Macgregor, ‘Can Russia lose. Absolutely not!’
164 Sun Tzu, ‘The Art of War’.
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NATO’s goal in Ukraine
Primarily is to bleed Russia out; to so weaken it militarily that it a) becomes an easier
target to destroy; b) demoralise the citizens so that they overthrow Putin; c) eradicate an
economic and global threat from a nation not submitted to Elite globalist systems.
Part of this operation is a plan to create a federal state involving Ukraine, Poland, and the
Baltic nations potentially named ‘Anti-Russia’. It wants an anti-Russian buffer zone
between Europe and Russia, from which NATO operations could be centred openly.
Eventually the plan is to Balkanise the whole of Russia into easily dominated fragmented
states, and then plunder Russian resources,165 as the Elite did under Yeltsin and
Gorbachev. The rise of Putin terminated this looting, which is why NATO hates him so
much.166
NATO’s activity in conducting this proxy war
 Using US AWACS167 to give Ukraine forces high-level reconnaissance intelligence flying
over the Black Sea.
 Using Elon Musk’s satellite systems to enable communication.
 Giving professional Western military intelligence.
 Sending vast sums of money.
 Sending vast amounts of arms, tanks, missiles and other munitions (to the point of
weakening its own defences).
 Enabling the use of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons (see later).
 Sending in former NATO troops acting as mercenaries fighting for Ukraine.
 Sending NATO Special Forces, such as the SAS, to perform high-level military and
terrorist attacks (such as the Crimean bridge terrorist explosion).
 Issuing propaganda to kill every Russian.
 Dominating Western media to be anti-Russian and pro an evil, undemocratic, criminal,
corrupt Ukrainian government.
Russia stepping up the offensive
With shelling of the nuclear power plant, assassination of Darya Dugina, constant shelling
of civilians in the Donetsk (including targeting emergency response vehicles after an initial
strike), the terrorist bombing of the Kerch bridge, and strikes on Russian homeland, Putin
is now ramping up the response. Heretofore, Russia has held back in military strength
because it considers Ukrainians to be brothers so it sought to minimise civilian casualties
(unlike Ukraine, which concentrated on such). This contrasts with NATO wars where it
Blitzcrieged civilian areas to pieces, killed tens of thousands indiscriminately, and used
massive warplane formations.168 Russia had only used Sukhoi fighter/bombers sparingly
so far. Putin has also held back hawkish generals and is a moderate compared to some of
Russia’s foremost political leaders (e.g. Medvedev). After the NATO inspired terrorist
attack169 on the Crimean bridge, shock and awe tactics targeting critical infrastructure (not
165

Notice former cases: Iraq – filled with US military bases as a cover for stealing Iraqi oil and Syria, US
military bases in the north where they steal Syrian oil and smuggle it out. [This week unidentified UAVs
(drones) fired missiles into one US army base. The US response was to bomb farmer’s fields in the area.]
166 Also because he is Christianising Russia (the West is dominated by Satanists) and is efficient in
controlling the economy (backed by gold), partnering with China and India, establishing new economic links
(e.g. BRICS), developing energy pipelines selling oil/gas cheaper than the US etc.
167 Airborne Warning and Control System.
168 Iraq is the prime example. The Iraq War and aftermath killed over a million civilians.
169 Carried out by SAS / Ukrainian special forces but planned and resourced by MI6. This was obvious but is
now supported by a leaked presentation reported by Kit Klarenberg of the GrayZone, ‘Exposed: before
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civilians) ensued. 30%-65% (sources differ) of Ukraine (over 1,000 towns and cities) is
now without power. The mobilised troops will begin a major offensive with air and artillery
support within weeks. A far greater Russian military offensive than seen so far is about to
be unleashed.
The Donbass is now Russian territory
The Donbass referendums were critical. These have now ceded the DPR and LPR, Kherson
and Zaporozhye to Russia, so the Donbass became Russian territory; further shelling and
airstrikes become an attack against Russian soil. Russia can then declare war against
NATO and this could escalate into nuclear war; especially after Zelensky’s insane speech
demanding that NATO initiate first-strike, pre-emptive nuclear attacks on Russia.170
Russia condemned this, affirming that Zelensky was trying to start WWIII.171 Russia
denied any intention of using first-strike nuclear weapons. However, if nuclear warheads
were used by the West, subsequent Russian tactical nuclear strikes against NATO nations
supplying the Ukraine with troops and munitions would be strategically logical. This could
literally mean a nuclear missile hitting Britain, Germany or the US. The current threat of
nuclear war is far greater than the Cuban missile crisis (after I wrote this President Biden
stated the same). This is so insane that mutually assured destruction suggests that it is
unlikely. But all-out war between the West and Russia is not.
Despite this NATO has just172 launched missiles into Russian borderland areas. Ukraine
terrorists launched attacks into Belarus. Ukraine also struck civilian areas in Donetsk again
with HIMAR missiles. Putin was forced to issue a warning against NATO sending troops to
directly attack Russia (NATO already sends troops disguised as mercenaries to give
plausible deniability). In response Russia struck Kiev with large Iranian 173 kamikaze
drones. Ukraine no longer has much viable missile defence systems and troops shoot at
drones with AK47s. Drones are also more difficult to shoot down due to their small size. In
desperation (since the US and UK have no decent anti-missile systems left to offer)
Zelensky pleaded with Israel for anti-aircraft / missile systems (i.e. US made), which will
not help.
Nuclear false flags used by Ukraine / NATO
Then there is the possibility of a false flag. There are claims that there is already a nuclear
device in Mykolaiv in Ukraine ready to be unleashed followed by the claim that Russia did
it – in order to start WWIII.174 Russian television has voiced such concerns. NATO
Ukraine blew up Kerch bridge, British spies plotted it’, 19 October 2022.. The project manager was Chris
Donnelly, senior British Army intelligence officer and NATO advisor. The roadmap was produced by Hugh
Ward, military veteran.
170 The later claim, after widespread alarm and derision, that Zelensky miss-spoke is ridiculous. Zelensky
(now hiding in a bunker in the west of Ukraine) is now desperate. He is calling up children and old-aged
pensioners to the army. Military personnel and resources have been decimated. The recent offensives were a
disaster – gaining ground (deliberately allowed) for the loss of battalions of men and equipment. Ukraine is
now desperate for tanks, which cannot be supplied by the west any longer. All that Europe could come up
with was 28 refurbished museum pieces from WWII. The US and UK military are stripped to the bone and
cannot re-supply Ukraine without further compromising national security. This is why terrorist actions are
Zelensky’s last hope. Yet Russia has not even got into second gear yet. After that there is only tactical nuclear
weapons to threaten Russia.
171 Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Maria Zakharova. Putin’s spokesman Dimiry Peskov also warned
the US and UK over Zelensky’s nuclear demands.
172 In the days before 17 October.
173 Peskov says they are not Iranian but on the ground witnesses of fragments say they are. It is currently
politically expedient for Russia to deny the Iranian source. Other sources state that the bulk of drones are
Chinese.
174 Bitchute.com/video/KvGPf8ojQWQu
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officially announced that a Russian nuclear strike would undoubtedly cause a ‘physical
response’ from Ukraine’s allies.175
Then there were credible reports that dirty nuclear devices had already been discovered in
Ukraine (supplied by NATO) and destroyed.176 A tactical nuke was intercepted by Russian
forces in late February. It was situated in a large aircraft named Mria177 (lit. ‘dream’) at
Gastormel airport. The bomb was ready to fire an attack on Rostov-on Don to precipitate
the Ukraine advance on the Donbass This was one reason why the Russians started the
conflict in February before this could take place.178
The nuclear power station at Energodar, Zaporozhia, was also involved in the production
of dirty bomb material and development. These would have been used as a false flag to give
cover for NATO to use nuclear weapons against Russia because the West cannot
successfully wage a normal war against Russia.
Then there were reports that Russian soldiers had been injured by nuclear material with
radiation sickness at Gorlovka (50k from Donetsk). Bentley claims that Ukraine is already
firing limited nuclear weapons and using biological weapons against Russian troops.
Because Russia is winning this conflict, even though it is holding back from full onslaught
(minimum troops, use of old tanks,179 minimal air strikes etc.) it has no need to use nuclear
weapons. Only the West and Ukraine need to use nuclear devices.
Russian warnings about nuclear strikes
Russia keeps warning that global destruction will follow nuclear strikes.
Kyiv is well aware that such a step (joining NATO) would mean a guaranteed
escalation to a world war III.
Russian officials have never voiced a threat to use any weapons of mass destruction.
Meanwhile in Europe some politicians openly call for such actions, even a number of
politicians in the EU do not conceal and do not rule out the possibility of using weapons
of mass destruction against Russia.
A nuclear conflict will affect absolutely the whole world - not just Russia and the
collective West.

Alexander Venediktov, Deputy Secretary of Russia’s Security Council.
The Belarus president also issued warnings.
Russia is being pushed towards a third world war. We should be very reserved and
steer clear of it because nuclear war is the end of everything.

President Alexander Lukashenko.
NATO is now militarily weak
NATO has no capacity to wage open war against Russia and its arms capacity has been
severely weakened by years of supplying Syrian rebels and Ukraine. 180 Supply chain
problems mean that manufacturing new munitions are restricted and could take months.
175 Lloyd

Austin, US Defence Secretary.
Report from Russell Bentley from Donetsk interviewed by John Mark Dougan in Moscow published on
YouTube (until deleted).
177 The Antonov An-225 Mriya; an airlift cargo plane. Only one was built.
178 Telegram, Russell Bentley, ‘Letter from a soldier’ (a Russian Spetsnaz officer [elite forces]).
179 T-62, T-70, T-80. The T-90 ‘Breakthrough’ has only recently been observed in the Donbass. Losing old
tanks actually serves a purpose since they are hard to dispose of. Russia is defeating Ukraine with old
equipment. The top-level stuff is being held in reserve.
180 The Telegraph, Howard Mustoe, ‘Britain runs low on ammo as Ukraine bombards Kremlin forces – arms
industry yet to ramp up production despite Ukraine need for weapons’, 24 September 2022.
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European and US arms supplies are dwindling.181 Britain’s armed forces have been
severely cut back and money wasted on diversity projects. Its new carrier (that has no
warplanes) couldn’t even get past the Isle of Wight before it broke down. The US is
similarly depleted and its troops decimated by vaccine refusal discharges. If it wanted to,
Russia could steamroller over the Ukraine and march to Berlin. This is another reason why
the West may use nuclear weapons because it could not successfully wage a normal war
against a superior force. The US only attacks militarily weaker nations like Iraq,
Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, Grenada etc. But there is another issue.
China’s involvement
Chinese resources have been observed in Ukraine; you can find photos of them. Trucks and
other vehicles carrying the Chinese flag have been seen delivering resources to Russian
held areas. This means that China is now committed in actuality, as well as rhetoric, to
allying with Russia in this conflict. China also has drone swarm systems where one truck
can emit drones that can sink an aircraft carrier. It is also possible that the micro-cruise
missiles182 Russia is now using were made in China. If a NATO missile destroyed Chinese
contractors and equipment, this could mean war with China. In any event, Liz Truss has
already threatened war with both Russia and China in an act of supreme stupidity.
Some commentators have said that China may already be co-operating with Russia to
jointly attack the West in a two-front war.183 Biden foolishly declared economic war against
China (which holds much of America’s debt) by ruining its semiconductor industry
overnight. Biden demanded all US citizens in China in the semiconductor industry to leave
immediately or lose citizenship. He also threatened sanction against nations supplying
China with semiconductors. So the heads and main executives of China’s semiconductor
industries all left. This left China in an invidious position with no microchips. 184 One of the
main world suppliers of microchips is Taiwan. What do you think China is going to do
next? The US is deliberately provoking war with China.
Belarus involvement
Added to this is the news that Belarus is gearing up in order to help the new Russian
offensive. Ten thousand military advisors from Russia have already set up a headquarters
in Belarus to prepare for military action. 70,000 Belarussian troops are ready to fight.
Russia is sending tanks, personnel and Mig-31 warplanes to Belarus. This seems set to
open up a new front against Ukraine. Belarussian Sukhoi Su-25s (multi-task fighters) are
also being equipped to carry nuclear weapons.185 Russia is transferring Iskander-M missile
systems to Belarus for these planes.
Alliance with Turkey
To this must be added the recent concord between Putin and Erdogan cementing an
alliance based upon the supply of Russian gas through the Turkstream pipeline. This
means that Turkey is now allying with the east rather than the west (having had stormy
relations with the US). Saudi Arabia also recently ignored Biden and allied with Russian
interests in restricting oil/gas supplies to keep profits high. It is rumoured to being close to
joining BRICS.
181

Natural News, ‘US military degrading rapidly under Biden, Dem-controlled Congress … now rated weak
even as global threats are rising’, 20 October 2022.
182 Smaller autonomous automatic missiles that cannot be jammed and are difficult to shoot down.
183 E.g. Mike Adams, Natural News, ‘Russian second-wave attack on Ukraine now appears imminent …’, 17
October 2022.
184 Remember the economic blockage against Japan forcing them into WWII?
185 WarNews24/7.
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So now we have the following alliances: Russia, Belarus, China, Turkey, Syria and Iran in
opposition to USA, UK, the EU and Ukraine. This is virtually the East versus the West.
These are dangerous times. China, Egypt, India, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan
Tajikstan and Serbia have ordered all their citizens to evacuate Ukraine. Something big is
coming down the wire.
To make matters worse, NATO is holding nuclear war-games in Europe from 17 October to
30 October involving US B-52 nuclear capable bombers. I am sure that the bombs will be
blanks :).
The autumn offensive
Putin is no longer holding back. Threats and actions against its territory will meet with a
severe response from this point. Most likely this will be continued drone / missile /
artillery strikes until a ground offensive in mid-November when the ground is harder (rain
has currently made the ground soft). The 300,000 mobilisation is already complete two
weeks early.186 Russian leaders and the Russian people fully support this escalation; they
want the war won and finished. Putin’s ratings are still very high. This will mean much
greater use of warplanes and greater numbers of battle hardened troops (most are elite
forces from Syria) on the frontline. This is no longer a skirmish but full war. Britain gets
involved at its peril. NATO must now back off and give up. It cannot win against Russia
unleashed. If it does not there could be a conflagration in Europe worse than WWII.
Remember that Russia has ICBMs187 that, singly, can destroy all of Britain in one strike.
Only a fool provokes a bear.
The upshot of all this is that the threat of a world war based in Eastern Europe is now very
real and this could lead to huge numbers of fatalities.
If China takes back control of its rogue state Taiwan 188 and America intervenes (as it stated
it would) this would add a second front in WWIII in the South China Sea (also involving
US military bases in Australia), which America would also lose against superior Chinese
forces (their drones alone can obliterate the US fleet without any battles). If America lost
this conflict, a Chinese attack on western USA is not inconceivable and some military
analysts are suggesting such. Thus the whole world could be at war.
Resources
 Paul Fahy, ‘Depths of Deception’.
 Paul Fahy, ‘The Chaos Strategy’.
 Redacted with Clayton and Natali Morris.
 Multiple videos interviewing Scott Ritter.
 Multiple presentations and evaluations by Scott Ritter.
 Presentations by Eva Bartlett on the ground in Donetsk.
 Presentations by Vanessa Beeley from Damascus and the Donbass.
 Footage by Patrick Lancaster on the ground on the Donbass frontline.
 The New Atlas, Brian Berletic. Accurate analysis.
 Moon of Alabama.
 Reports from Russell ‘Texas’ Bentley who lives in Donetsk 5km from the front.
 The UK Column news, notably analysis from Patrick Henningsen and Alex Thomson.
186

These will likely be used in military support branches to free up trained experienced soldiers who can be
sent to the front.
187 The RS-28 Sarmat II MIRV-equipped super-heavy, intercontinental, hypersonic, ballistic missile.
188 Taiwan, formerly Formosa, has been under Chinese control since 1683. It is not a member of the UN and
is not recognised by many countries.
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21st Century Wire.
Commentary by Col. Douglas Macgregor (former US military and government official).
Analysis by Alexander Mercouris. (Whose predictions have been 99% correct.) This
London commentator provides probably the best analysis of events in Ukraine.

Conclusion
If you add all these various means of killing people together you can envisage a decrease in
the global population by at least 4 billion – which is what the global Elite desire. In fact
some members of this Elite have called the current period ‘The Great Cull’.189 This means
that more than one in two people will be dead in the next months or a few years.
The Elite have openly mentioned the Great Reset and the need ‘build back better’. What this
means (a new type of Socialist society run by technocracy) is that the existing capitalist
democratic society has to be destroyed.
The historical mission of our world revolution is to rearrange a new culture of humanity
to replace the previous social system. This conversion and reorganisation of global
society requires two essential steps: firstly, the destruction of the old established order,
secondly, design and imposition of the new order. The first stage requires elimination of
all frontier borders, nationhood and culture, public policy, ethical barriers, and social
definitions only then can the destroyed old systems be replaced by the imposed system
elements of our new order. The first task of our world revolution is destruction.

Nahum Goldman, founder of the World Jewish Congress, The Spirit of Militarism, 1915.
This is what is actively going on now; all aspects of society are being dismantled and the
Christian roots of society obliterated. Small and medium-sized businesses are collapsing;
nation states are being mongrelised by multiculturalism; governments are adopting
totalitarian measures, free speech and free movement are being suppressed and culture is
being destroyed or perverted. If you cannot see that culture is being wrecked before your
eyes then you are asleep. Everyone is saying that the world has gone mad. What they refer
to is the eradication of aspects of society that they relied on or were nostalgic about.
Since the UN plan190 is Smart mega cities where all the plebs will be crowded together in
tiny flats and rural areas forbidden to urban dwellers, the effects of social destruction are
being seen most sharply in rural villages and towns. Life here is being ruined unless you
are rich. This is why the young generations of teenagers are leaving rural areas in droves
and moving to large cities where they may get a job. In rural areas we have seen the
eradication of pubs, churches, social centres, Post Offices and bus routes – all making life
impossible for those without money and cars. Even Broadband is unreliable in these areas
but they don’t get deliveries either being too distant from centres of distribution. This is to
force people out for the Great Reset.
As well as reshaping society, the Elite plan is the elimination of 7 billion people. This has
been going on slowly for years but is now going into hyperdrive in ‘the great cull’. The
genius of the Elite is to do this while convincing the mass of the people that nothing is
happening. Only those who are discerning and awake can see this operation; the mass of
the population is deluded. Those that lack wisdom to see the truth will become victims of
one or another Elite strategy. Some people I advised to not take the Covid vaccine because
189

Interview with Catherine Austin Fitts averring to a conversation she had; she does not mention the name
of the Elite person involved.
190 Agenda 2030.
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it could kill them, did so under peer pressure and are now dead. They could not believe
that the establishment (medical/governmental) was not benevolent. You have to
understand that the plan of the Elite is to hurt and kill you. If you are a Right-wing,
traditional, Christian, small-state, common-sense policies citizen, those in power hate you.
If you are a Woke, liberal, progressive Guardian-reading Leftist, understand that the Elite
hates you too, even though you are currently a useful pawn in their game.
The establishment is not benign; it is corrupt and evil. Every aspect of people in power
(government, heads of corporations, bankers, financiers etc.) is growing in wickedness.
Deaths caused by lockdowns, facemasks and Covid vaccines are but the start. Their other
plans will result in even more deaths. 5G alone has the capacity to kill 2 billion people in
the next few years, mostly from brain damage (the largest cause of death). Experts are
saying that the vaccines will eventually kill 2 billion as well; the figure is already in the
millions.
You must understand what is going on and prepare to save your family.
 Stock up on food and survival rations.
 Make preparations for water storage.
 If possible, get a power generator (solar or diesel).
 If possible, get a wood burner.
 Keep a good supply of cash. Remove at least some of your money from the banks, which
are considering bail-ins right now.
 Invest in hard gold and silver (not certificates).
 Gather necessary infrastructure items: wind-up lamps and torches, batteries, camping
gas cookers, candles, blankets, water filters, rechargeable battery packs for computers
and devices, warm clothes, hot water bottles, etc.
Above all be discerning and grow in wisdom. Grow in the truth of God and pursue
knowledge. Sadly, most churchgoers are lacking in truth and wisdom.

General resources
Various Elite issues
 Multiple presentations by Deborah Tavares (Stopthecrime.net), especially her speech at
the AV 10 conference.
 The Corbert Report, James Corbert.
 UK Column.
 Eastern Approaches, Alex Thomson.
 Bill Cooper (member of the Intelligence Briefing Team of the Commander in Chief of
the US Pacific Fleet), ‘MajestyTwelve’, 1997. [The essence of Top-Secret Majic (sic)
documents intercepted by an officer in the US Navy. It regards the formation of a
Socialist totalitarian world government under the rulership of a body of ‘wise men’
destined to have sovereignty as the disciples of a messiah front man. The US
Constitution will be scrapped. All citizens disarmed. There will be a world police force
under the UN. The ruler’s religion is based upon the Kabbalah and Luciferian
philosophy. There are two centres of power: the elite core of Wall Street (orbiting the
House of Rockefeller) and the elite core of the European financial clique (orbiting the
House of Rothschild). Goals are: the elimination of all other religions. The elimination
of all nation states. The complete control and ownership of everything and everyone,
everywhere, forever (i.e. Agenda 2030).
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Elite documents, data, speeches
 NASA, Dennis M Bushnell, Chief Scientist, NASA Langley Research Centre, ‘Future
Strategic Issues/Future Warfare [Circa 2025]’. The document involves the US
Navy, USAF, National Research Council, US Army, Australian DOD, DARPA, CIA, and
others. It asserts that humans are the problem; AI, robotic and nano digital technology
are the future. Statements were based on technologies existing in 2001. It includes:
exploiting the news cycle. Terror attacks. Taking down critical infrastructure. Psywar.
Automating everything. Genetic engineering before birth. Increasing robotics
(including robots that can eat flesh). Putting human brains into machines. Micro dust
weaponry distributed as an aerosol inhaled into the lungs to create pathological
damage. Beam weapons. Low power microwave weapons causing alteration in brain
function and death. Chemical weapons. Acoustic weapons.
 William Kristol & Robert Kagan, Project for the New American Century (PNAC),
‘Rebuilding America’s Defences’. This think-tank contained many future US
government leaders and dominated US foreign policy. It led to the multiple wars and
conflicts that followed (Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria, threats to Iran, Yemen,
Somalia). It predicated 9/11 as a necessary Pearl Harbour catalyst type event. It led to
the Patriot Act and Homeland Security.
 The Yinon Plan. A plan to Balkanise the Middle East by a series of wars in order to
create a Greater Israel carved out of Iraq, part of Syria and Lebanon. This document
was enshrined in the policies of the PNAC (led by Jewish Neocons).
 The ‘Kissinger Report’ (National Security Study Memorandum, NSSM 200:
Implications of worldwide population growth for US security and overseas
interests, 10 December 1974). [Note: this shows that US overseas aid strategies are
really about depopulation.]
 Initiative for the United nations, ECO-92 Earth Charter. [‘The present vast







overpopulation, now far beyond the world carrying capacity, cannot be answered by future
reductions in the birth rate due to contraception, sterilisation and abortion, but must be met in
the present day by the reduction of numbers presently existing. This must be done by whatever
means necessary’.]

UN Agenda 2030. The Socialist plan, based on ’sustainability’ as a cover, to corral
populations into crowded megalopolis cities and forbid access to the countryside, which
is to return to the wild and become parks for the Elite. This is coupled with ownership
of everything on Earth: water, food, minerals, wealth, land, animals, infrastructure,
people etc.
WEF, Klaus Schwab, The Great Reset. The destruction of the old capitalist,
democratic, Christian, individualistic, libertarian order to be replaced with Marxist
Communism, globalism, corporatism and Luciferianism.
WEF, Klaus Schwab, The Fourth Industrial Revolution. Technocracy and
transhumanism to facilitate a fascist state.
UN IPCCC. The formal body generating the Climate Change lie as a means to achieve
globalist political interests.
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